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Preface

The Women's Studies Curriculum Series consists. of four in-

terdisciplinary course6: Women and Identit"17, Women's Art and

Culture, h Cross Cultural:-.SXudy of Women, and New Women, New

World: The American Experience. Addressed to teachers Of Women's

Studies in American colleges, community colleges, and univer- ,

sities, the Courses provide both a- conce5tual framework and the

resource materials necessary for the study.of women in each,

10

subject-area. Introductory remarks define the goals of each

course and the main ideas of individual unifs; lee'ture outlines

(or lecture topics) describe in skeletal form the specific

points to be covered in claLs; annotated bibliographic'ma-
,

terials (inClUding films, slideg, records, etc.) suggest re-
.

sources for students'ana teachers; Aqtilsiions for.discussion

pose central issues which may be discussedliin class or shaped
#

into paper topics or exam quetipns. Eacif course deliberately,

'provides more material thandwould ordinarily be covered in one

semester so that teachers may select an\adapt the Materials:.:

to suit the needs of their studetts.
0

We envision many'uses tor the Series. First, the courses

were specifically designed to fill the curricular gap between,
. 4

Ole now widely taught introductory courses'in Women's Stuales

(commonly, a broadly interdisciplinary treatment of issues

affecting the lives of women),and the more narrow specialized
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research seminar!'' EaCh couns*--tdeTs itp subje4.from,theaS.
perspective of at-least two disciplines, and ideally should be

team taught. The Series may also provide resdnrces for teachers

wishing to add material on, women to courses in the traditional

curriculum. Fbr.example, a teacheroof Chinese History might

adopt materials from the "Women in,China" unit of A Cross

Cultural Study of Women; teachers of courses ranging from Art ,

History to Home Ebonomius will find men's Art and Culture a

valuable resource; the extensive bibliography in New Woman,

New World: The ,American Experience should'be useful to all.

-Moreover, thelTour courses in the Series complement.and,clarify

each ,other, and may be used in cdmbination. For example,

yeireral of the courses briefly consider,the subject 'of matri-

I. archy; the teacher wishihg to developS a full uni,t on this topic

z

might, comPare these treatments, and then consult A Cross

Cultural Study of Women for a.lengthier analysis. Both Women

and Identity and New Woman, New World: The American Experience

consider women's'role in social change, while Women's Art and
4

Culturd includes a section on art as social protest; thus a

full 110.t on women and social change would incl44e materials

from several courses. Finally, the Series offers a solid cur.-

ricular base for a college or university's newly founded

Women's 'studies program, as well as the means to enrich and

update the curricular offerings of well established programs.

The courses in the Series try to teach students to think

critically a.boutthe comple historical', political, social,

iv

7



1 psycnolotiical, and aesthetic 4questi,pacraised b

ship on women. We believe that scholarship, pe

the new scholar-
.

haps especially

that which derives fro humanistic study, illumines and at

best can transform the lives qf people. Since Women's Studies'

.scholars and teachers know that scholarly evidence neea not be

divorced frNthe truth of personal experience, whenever possible
/

we,suggest ways,for students to connect their study with their

lives. Perhaps most important, we recognize that good teachers

teach good courses; we kely on your energy and talent to bring'

these coUrses to life.

II
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WOMEN AND IDENTITY

introductidhl

The purpose of this course is to explore what it.means to

be a woman. Since women have been deiined by and often have

accepted the .definitions of a male-dominated society,,this ex-

ploration is no simple'task. If we study psychology 'Or

6.

'
literature or antifropology as these subjects are usually-taught,

werfind no meaningful definitign of women. world view created

by men is reflected in both the content and me hods of these

'disciplines. It is necessary, therefore, to examine the main-

stream work creatively and critically, Suxtaposing it with

-

feminist thought and the real experience of women (including

teacher and student). We must first recognize the prevalent

ition of woman as "other" or "object" and then come to. a

fuller understanding of woman's identity. Is there a uniquely

female mode of being which is different from the ways in which

we have been-defined by others? What is it? What constraints

derive from our being female rather than "typicalr feminine"

or "cross sex-typed?"

The course iS organized around themes (rather than dis-

Jciplines) which are relevant to women. Within each theme,

1We would like to acknowledge the help of Bill McGee, Ethel
Klein, Lydia Kleiner, Jacque Parsons, Marie Richmond-Abbott and
Susan Weisskopf for providing reso4rces helpful in))the prepara-
tion of this course.
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materials from several disciplines -( .g,, myth,.psycholowy,

sociology, feminism,art, etc.) will be brought.to bear on,

the question of how the the is pertinent to'women's identity.
A

Since there is more material in each unit t n could be coveied

in a one-semesier coursef it is up to the instructor and stu-P'

dents to choose among tire avairle material, to emphasT or

de-emphasize parts of a unit or'a unit as.a whole. Each unit

contains a bibliography (especially important if the teacher

lacks expertise in a certain area), a-statement aboufthe unit;

lecture outlines, and discussion 'questions. Since there is far .
. .

.

more good material than can be tssigned in any one unit, read-,

A
ings which are especially recommeAded for students are indicated.

0

The additional readings might be divide affiorig the dents who

could report on them to the rest of the class. 'Additional read-

ings may be suggested by the teacher from the bibliography.
r.

In a one-semster course on Women and Identity We have found

that the teacher needs to choose a_theme which will br' g to-

,

gether the materials frepi the seven sedtions. For exam
a

one might focus on tire theme of women's in4vidual1ty versus

her participation in networks, on the theme of mothei-hoOd as 1

1.

it is examined throughout these materialdir or on anotAr pat-
/

tern that the teaCher finds here. We encourage teachers to

shape a unified'colirse out of these materials. Students will

not easily gee the patterns which unify thege diverse materials

without guidanCe,from thetteachen-1-,-

Although grading format and c,lass projects are determined'

by the teacher (hopefully wit he help-of the studeq0,1), one,'
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project suggested here is especially consistent with a feminist

.approach to research, and could well be the central roject for`,4

the course. We recommend.having the studentsevrite their own

autobiographies and/or self descriptions at the beginning of

the-term, before they read about how, others have defined and

described them. Then, each student should interview two women

in order to get life histories and self-descriptive data; thus

the class as a whole will have a wealth of material to work

with. The class should determine the age distribution they

want (e.g., each student could interview one woman of her own

age and one older woman) and decide upon a set of common ques-

tion's that everyone should ask. After the interviews, the

class should decide how to organize and present the data for

everyone's use. Finally, each student should use the data to
4

elaborate on one of-the units or themes discussed during the

term: to support or refute the literature, to interpret it

creatively.

Another assignment that has worked well in this course is

to again ask students to write an autobiography. The teacher

then meets with each student to discuss the parier, and helps

the student to shape a research project out of the issues and

themes brought to light in the amtobiography.

- A final note. The course,as a whole noes not adequately address

the complex situation of black or other minority women, nor does

it fully explore the interaction of racism and sexism. We are

pleased to learn that The Feminist Press plans to bring out a.

collection entitled Black Women's Studies.

3
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UNIT I. Bexuality

Introduction

Too often a woman's identity has been defined solely in

terms of her sexuality. Our culture has seen woman either as a

totally sexual being with no other identity, or as a completely

nonsexual person. Both extremes have been seOrned--the whore,

the easy lady, the hot bitch, versus the old maid, the spinster

school marmo the frigid bitch. The only way to escape these

categories was to become a "carrier of the species," i.e.,

someone's mother.

The first purpose of this section is to explore the origin

of these stereotypes and categories, focusing on areas which

seem to have special impact on how people view women today.

11.
The study of mythology is especially rich in providing insight

into the images Of women in other cultures, images which recur
%

persistently. Jewish and Christian religious attitudes toward

the sexuality of women are also major influences.

' The sdtond purpose is to examine and analyze the ways in

which women today are redefining their own sexuality. The pat-

tern of redefinition involves accepting sexuality as enriching

and joyous, but seeing it as only one part of the multitudinous

identity of woman.

Within the lecture outline we have included bibliogiaphical

information relevant to each section. The readings

-4-
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form the*basis for lecture and discussion topics which immedi-

ately follow. A full bibliography is given at the end of the

unit.

Lecture Outline
1

This section discusses how women's sexuality is defined by

others, and how we define our own sexuality.
A

I. Ancient.myths.

A. Mother goddess myths

1. Astarte/Aphrodite and Adonis: See
Metamorphosis 10:298-559; 708-39.

2. Cybele and Attis. Frazier, Sir James. The
Golden Bough pp. 329ff.

3. Ishtar and Tammuz. See the Epic of Gilgayesh.

- B. Specialized Erotic Goddesses

1. Aphrodite/Venus. (Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite in
Homeric Hymns, edited by Thelma Sargent. Net
myth in the Odyssey. 8:266-366).

2. Norse goddesses--Nethus, Gefjon, and Freyja
(especially the myth of Freyja, the necklace
and the dwarfs. See the New Larousse Encyclo-
pedia of-Mythology, edited by Robert Graves.
New York: Prometheus Press, 1968, p: 273).

3. Hathor--Egyptian.

4. Discussion of Greek goddesses as either being
totally sexual or having no sexual activities at
all. Pomeroy, pp. 7-10.

C. Other erotic myths

1. Cupid and Psyche, Oedipus, Theseus and Ariadne,
Aeneas and Dido.

2. Classical Greek Attitudes to Sexual Behavior (see
article by same name by K.J. Dovei in Arethusa
6.1, Spring 1973).

3. Malinowski--sexual habits of savages.
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4. Temple "prostitution"in the Near East.

5. The myth of Hermaphroditus. Ovid's Met.
4.284-388.

.-

6. Native American 'sexual customs. Neithammer, pp.
213-215, and the myth "A Snake Comes Courting"
p. 64 in Neithammer.

7. Sex under Compulsion: Leda, Europa, Daphne,
'Cassandra,.Briseis.

Denial,Jtepression and OppressIon of Sexuality

A. Jewish and Christian Attitudes\Towards Sex.

The following readings will foim the basis for
lecture and discussion topics listed below.

Readings: 1;

Bailey, D. Sherwin. Sexual Relations in Christian
Thought. New York: Harper, 1959.

Burlage, Dorothy D. "Judaeo-Christian Ilifluences on
Female Sexuality." in Sexist Religioniln the Church:
No More Silence! editedby Alice L. Hageman. New
York: Association Press, 1974.

.Cole, Graham William. "The Early Church" in Readings
in Human Sexuality 4dited by Wilson, S.T. Roe,
R.L. and Autrey, L.E. St. Paul:'West, 1975.

Datan, Nancy. "Astarte, Moses and Mai-y: Perspectives
on the Sexual Dialectic in Canaanite, Judaic and
Christian Tradition."

Phipps, William E. Was Jesus Married? New York:
Harper, 1970.

Stanton, Elizabeth Cady. The Woman's Bible. New York:
European Publishing Company, 1895-98.

Stendhal, Krister. The Bible and the Role of Vomen:
A Case Study in Hermeneutios. TranSlated by E.J.
Sander. Philadelphia; Fortress Press, 1966.

McCarthy, Mary. Memories of a Catholic Girlhood. New
,YOrk: Harcourt, Brace, 1957.

Reuther, Rosemary Radford. Religion and Sexism:
Images of Women in the Jewish and Christian Tradi-
tions. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974.
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Discussiop Topics:

1. Judaeo-Christian tradition as foundation of laws .

on sex. -

4

2. _Su4servient roles of women in family patterns in

the Old Testament.

3. Women as more intensely subjected to and involved
with religiOus teachiffg on sex. Women as target
of sexual laws of the Church--the double standard.

4. Limitation of sexual expression to procreation,

5. Women as unclean beings. The Pauline texts as
anti-sex and anti-marriage.

6. The Early Church fathers.

B. Virginity and the Cult of Mary

1

. Readings: -

4

Hroslooper,-Thomas David. . The Virgin Birth. Philadelphia:

WestmInster,'1962.

.0chs, Carol. "The Cit. of Mary" in Behind the Sex of

God. Beacon Press, 1977. ,

Miegge, Giovanni.. The Virgin Mary.

Daly, Mary. Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy ,

of Women's Liberation. Boston: Beacon Press, 1973.

Discussion Topics: P.'

1. The Mot4her Goddess aenon-virgin.

2. Virginity among the Greek Olyilpiad. (Hera and
Aphrodite renewing their virginity, in the Sea.
Confusion of Indo-EUropeans concerning Mother
Goddess figures who were not permanently tied
to orle mair4 and who they therefore assumed must
be virgins.)

3. Virginity, and the concept of prtvate property.
Legitimacy and land inheritance.

4. Chastity Belts and other devices. The display of
the bed linen. Virginity in the Middle Ages.

5. The Cult of Mary as a survival of Mother Goddess'
worship.,



1

6. Mary and virginity in the Christian ChurchSee
"The Concept ofAirginity" N

7 Virginity in the 20th century. Pornographic
images. Moon and stars images. The double
standaH. 4

C. The Victorians

Readings: (

Tavris and Offir, pp. 62-63%
t

Vicinus, M. Suffer and Be Still: Women in the Vic-
torian Age. Bloomington: Indiana University

4 Press, 1973. IntrOduction, Chapters 3, 7 and a.

Degjer, Carl N. "What Ought to be and What 144s:

Women's Sexuality in the 19th Centurp."
'American.Historical Review. 79:1467-90.

1.1arcug, Steven. . The Other Victorians: A Studrof
'Sexuality and PornograPhy in Mid 19th Centur.
England. N'ir Basic Bookq, 1966.. .

Haller, John S.,",qhe Physician and Sexuality in
VictorianAnerica. Urbana: University.of.
'Illinois PreSs, 1970.."

Discussion Topics:

1. Unnatural pDactices--what were they?:

2. Church and ACientific pronouncements concerning
what was 4lowable sexually.

Women,as sextialobeings.:
a. the myth:of no pleasure.
b. the,consequence§ of open sexual activity

or women.

a

p.

Repercussions of repression.
a. pornography.
b., prostitution and venereal disease.
t. exploitation of working class women (espepially

dothestics) by upper class men.
'7

d. wide-spread ignorance.

iSdusSion of how much sexual act/vity occurred
lipite these scitietal stricturel (see Degler).

#
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III. Psychological theories: studies and speculation on the
nature of women's sexuality:

I.

g

A. ,Freud, Jung, Reich

ReWin s:

Juliet Mitchell. Psychoanalysis and Feminism. New
York: Random House, 1974.

Wilson, et al., Readings in Human Sexuality, pp..69-71
pp. 81-83 (see bibliography.).

Tavris and Offir. The Longest War, pp. 132-144,
152-158.

Chassequet.4mergel J. (ed.) Female Sexuality: New
Psychoanalytic Views. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1970.

Strousw, J7 Women and Analysis.' New York: Grossman,
1974.

Disclision Topics:

1. the unc9nscious; sexual sublimati,

2.. the psychosexual stages of development;

3. penis envy and itsoimplication s; masochism and
passivity; "adatomf isOestiny";

4
4. eastration urges and the toothed'Iyagina; fear of

women;

5. psychoanalysts as the props and poiiceman of a
patriarchal cditure;

6. reactions to the Freudians;

7. neW theories;

8. feminist therapy.

B. The great clitoral/vaginal orgasm controversy

Readings:

Koedt, Ann. "The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm," in
Sisterhood is Powerful, edited by Robin Morgan.
New York: Vintage Books, 1970.

Masters and Johnson.

-
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Tavris and If ar. pp. 72-84. -

4

Singer, <ids phine and Singer, Irving. 0"Types of Female
Orgasm.' Journal of Sex Research, 8:225-67.

,

Discussion To les:

1. Freud's theory of clitoral orgasm as immiture and
vaginal orgasm ai mature;

2. Kinsey's and Masters and Johnson's.findings about
the clitoris .as the source of sexual pleasure in

the female; multiple orgasms;

3. Shaineps' theories;

4. testimony -from Women:

C. Are men or women more capable of sexual pleasure?

0

Readings:

Myth of,Tiresias. Ovid. Met.'Book III.

Seaman, Barbara. Free and Female. pp. 23-84 (a good'
summary of arguments)

Sherfey, Mary Jane. "The Nature and Evolutioh.of Ye-
malelpexuakift." in Psychoanalysis and WoMerr,
edited by J.B. Mikaer. New York: Brummer/Mazel,
1973.

D. The sex studies. Eliis, Kinsey, Kraft-Ebbing, Masters
m and JOhnson, Hite, Redbook survey.. '

Readings:

Tavris and Offir, op. 63-76.

Wilson, et al., pp 83-99, 105-127.

McCary, ILL. and Copeland, D.R. Modern View of Human
Sexual Behavior. Chicago: I.R.A., 1976.

Brecher, Edward. The Sex Researchers. 'Bost6n: Little,
Brown, and Company, 1969.

Discussion Topics:

1. Discussion of what the sex researchers listed above
discovered about: premarital sex--frequency of; the
importance of virgidpity; extra-marital sex; Kinsey's__



I.
.homosexual/heterosexual/scale of 1-6; fantasies;
masturbation; multiple orgasms; has sexual activit'y
incre4sed?

2. Is there *AV correlation between socio-economic
status, ager', education,'etc., and'sexual.activity?

0_
IV. Our Own Definitions:

A. Lesbianilm:. Identit3; or Activity.

1. Stereotypes and myths.of lesbianiSm.
a. women-loving vs. man-hating (for perspectives

on mpm-hating see Bengri, Inrid.- Combat in
the Erogenous Zone).

b. Sin or sickness.
c. child moles'ting; proslytizing. 0

butch-femme roles.
e. lesbians as solely,sexual beings.
'f. dominattng mother; or dominating father as cause.
g. bad sexual encounterevIth a man as cause.

2. Lesbians and therleminist movement. -

a. putting energy into.women, and withdrawing it
from men. ** 6

:b. split between lesbians and heterosexuals in
NOW and recent strong support of lesbian issUeS

,

from Npw.
c. the charge of lespl.anism hs a method of rer

sistance to the women's movement.
4 d. the glorification of loving women.

3. Lesbianism in literature.
(see Foster, Jeannette. Sex-Variant Women in
Literature, and Rule, Jane, Lesbian Iniages).

Students should read some of the following fiction:

Brown, Rita-Mae. Rubyfruit Jungle. Plainfield,
Vt: Daughters, Inc., 1973.

Miller, Isabel. Patience and Sarah.\ NY McGraw.
Hill, 1972.

Stein, Gertrude. Fernhurst, Q.E.D., and other
early writings. NY: Liverwright,-1971.

Arno/le June. The Cook and the Carpenter.. Plain-
field, Vt: Daughters, Inc., 1973:

. Siste Gin. Plainfield, Vt: Daughters, Inc.,
1973.
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Nachman, Elana. Riverfinger Woman. Plainiield,
Vt: Daughters, Inc., 1974.

Grahn, Judy. Edward the Dyke and Other Poe s.

ReddingS:'

Barnes, Djuna. The Ladies' Almanak, NY: Harper and

Row, 1972.

Colette. The Pure and the Impure. NY: Farrar, Straus,
Giroux; 1967.

Vivien, Renee. A Woman Appeared to Me. (With intro-
duetion and extensive bibliography by Gayle Rubin)
Reno, Nevada: Naiad Press, 1976.

If
Rule, Jane. Desert of the Heart. NY: Arno Press, 1975.

4. Famous Lesbians.
a. Sappho (Students read Sappho4 A New Translation,

and Woman\Plus Woman, pp. 120161.
b.- Ruth in the Old Testament (see Chapter 1 in

Foster),
c. Natalie Barney, Romaine Brooks, Renee Vivien:

etc. (cf. wOmen's networks)'.
d. Gertrude Stein. f;

e. Colette, Willa Cather, Amelia Earhart, Radclyffe
Hall, George Eliot, Marie Antoinette, Empresor
Leopoldina of Brazil, Emma Lyons Carey ThoMis,
Sarah Churchill, Emily Dickinson, Amy L6Well,
Madame de Stael, Dorothy Thompson, Mary
Wollstonecraft, etc.

For readings see bibliography. For discussion of
the Amazons, see lecture on matriarchy and

matrilineality.

B. Bisexuality: Straight or Gay? Or rejected by both?

Readings:

Nicolson, Nigel. Portrait of a Marriage. ndon:

Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1978.

Plato. The Symposium.

Bode, Janet. View from Another Closet. (See biblio-

graph .

22
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A
Rosa, Laura Della. "The Bi-Sexual Potential," in

After You're Out:' Personal Experiences of Gay
Men and Lesbian Women. (Edited by Karla Jay and
Allen Young.) NY:gLinks Books, 1975, p. 62. At

Jem. "A Bi-Sexual Offers Some Thoughts on'Fences,"
in After You're Out.

Discussion Topics:

1. Possible causes.
'a. simple preference
b. family background--siblings, pareAts, socio-.

economic status 7
c. genes or hormones?

2. Are bisexuals really gays holding bn.to respecta-
bility?

3. Simultavous relationships witp men and women--
-Ooblems and satisfactions.

The sexuality of men and womep--comparisons and
nces.

4.
differe

C.- Masturbation. The roaU to insanity.or to self Idve?

Readings:

Native American myth. "The Girl Who Abused Herself
With--a Cactus." In Niethammer (p. 34), gee biblib-
graphy.

Dodson, Betty. Liberating Masturbation: A Meditati,n
on Self-Love. Egyptian myth of creation.

Barbach. For Yourself, pp, e7-stl (see bibliography).

Spitz, Rene A. "Authority and Masturbation," The
Psychoanalftic Q3arterly, 21:490-527.

Discussion Topics:

1. Blindness, hairy palms, warts, etd., as possible'
consequences.

,
.

2. Learning sexual responses and own body.

3. Positive an
4°I

negative eelings about genitals.

4. Independence depending only on one's self for
,

, sexual pleasure.
r

4
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D. Celibacy.

Readings:

' Our Bodies, Ourselves, pp. 77-7

Discussion Topics:

1. Social stigma--Old Maid syndrome.

4 2. By choice or bY compulsion.

3. dndependence.

4: Nuns and other monastic orders.

E. Heterosexuality.

Readings:

1

Sheffey, Mary Jane. "N Theory on Female Sexuality,"
in Sisterhood is Powerful. 7

Bengis, tngrid. "Love," in qombat in the Erogenous
Zone. New York: Bantam Books [1973,.e.1972]

Barbach. For Yourself. pp. 87-94. Set bibliography.

0 Bodies, Ourselves, Chapters 2 and 3.

Greer, Germaine. "Sex".in the Female Eunuch. 'New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,01970.

Wharton, Edith. "Beatrice Palmato,"
Edith Wharton: A Biography. -rdiv York.: Harper
and Row, 1975, p. 594.

Heiman, Julia R. "The Psychology of Erotica: WoMan's
Sexual Arousal," Psychology Today. 8 (April):
90-94.

4->

Gould, Lois. "Pornograehy for Women," Uta West (ed.)
Women in a Changing World. McGraw-Hill Book
Company; 1975.

0

Discussion Topics:

1. Fantasies. Pprnography. Erotica.

2. The role of the clitoris.

3. Virginityits megAng. Expectations concerning its
loss.

r-
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Sexual Response Cycle. (Excitement, Plateau, Orgasni,
Resolution)

Sex inside and outside relationships. Emotional
investments 'in sexuality:

6.e, Oral and anal sex:, views and images of.

7, ,"Foreplay"--does the word create a false dichcitonly

supporting the assumption that only intercourse is
the real thing? Importance of it in relations to
women's sexuality.

8. Sexual activity for aging women,

9. Problems:-(Fe'ar,of prdknancy, lack of communication,
lack of 4xperience, fear, of.experimentation, in-
hibltions stemming from religious or moral strictures,
sexual aversian,/hispareunia, vaginismum.)

10. The power,eement between men and women possible
preventing an equal sexual relationship between
them.

F. On Virginiy.
e, A

The concept df, vfuinity has been expressed in a variety of

ways. In the Old TestaMent a virgin was a woman who was un-
married. Much of the discussioh that has been caii.ied on about
Mary, the mother of Jesus, hai been based on the assumption that
a virgin is one who has not had sexual intercourse, rather than
one who is unmarried. .

1ST,

The interweaving of t4e concepts of virginity and celibacy
occurred in the early years of the Christian church. In`part
it' arose from the fear of sexuality of women by the early Church
fathers. They saw virginity as an achievement, an overcoming of
the overabundant sexuality of women. In addition, a good,deal
of the discussion of virginity is based on an idea of a Mind-body
split, with man being the mind, woman the body. (ThiA split is
alsp seen in Greek thought--the mpn representing rational, order-
ing spirit, ahd the Woman emotional, uncontrolled body). The
body, i.e.; wdman, was continually responsible for leading men
into sin, according to Augustine and other Church fathei-s.

r-,
By ecoming a virgin, woman lost her essential nature and

"became" a man. There was acbelief expressed in the Second
Epistle of Clement that the Kingdom will come "when the two are
one, and the outside like the inside, the.male like the female,
that is neither male nor female." In the Epistle, this means
"when'a brother seeing a sister does not think of her as a'
NIoman, and when a sister seeing a brother does not think of him
S a man." (Second letter of' Clement, No. 12. Early Christian

v Fathers, Philadelphia, 1953). This led to Some abuses and
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there were letters from Bishops condemning,the mem and wpmen who
sleep together as brotfiers. 'Ambrose.of Milan wrdte severar .

letters on thiS subject.- He said that true virginity is of,the
heaxt, not just the pody,4and implies simplicity and poverty.
He believe'd that.the virtinal life manifests the fundamental
Christian freedom by g;iJiig now whatALthers. will receive in
heaven. For him, to cho se virginity,was'to chodr the -angelic
life. ,

The disagreement among tretChurch fathers ab t marriage
is reflectpd in the writings about virginity. Saint Jerome
admonished a wlaow to mourn the previous loss of her virginity
more than the loss of her husband. Ambrose widte"Let no
one who has chosen marriage despise virginity,'or'Adne'who has
chosen Virginity despiSe marriage."

of the writing ab4it virginity was about Mart,.who was
juxtaposed wiAh Eve.^ Eve wa seen as th pers611 responsible tor '

the sin of humanity. .Tertullian says) ou are the Devil's
gateway. You are the unsealer of that 1rbidden tree. You ..

are the first deserter of the D'ivine La : You are she' who per-
suaded him whom the Devil was no't valia N,enougWto attack.
You destroyed so easily God's image man. On account of your
desert, that is death, even the Son of God had to die.e! Be-
cause Eve was responsible for all theAproblems, Mary came to be
seen as the one who had overcome thes& problems by being the
mother of Jesus. The purity of.Mary and her virginity became
of great concern to the Church fathers. They develope.d a con-
cept of her perpetual.virginity.

The idea of virginity led to the development ofall kinds
of myths about the healing power of virgins. Some went so far -
as to say that the bones of a virgin would,protect bNli.dges
and buildings; The nursery rhyme "London Bridge is Pilling
Down" reflects this imagery. A virgin who 119.d died a normalc
death was put in the base of buildings, bri4tes, etc,. The .

virgin buried in the bridge in the rhyme had supposedly been
found not to have died a natural death and therefore the
bridge was in jeopardy.

There are many discussions of these ideas The best are
found in:

Tavard, George H. Women in Christian Tradition. Notre
Dame Press, 1973. (Particularly Chapter 5.)

Reuther, Rosemary R., ed. Religion and Sexism. Simon
and Schuster, 1974. (Particularly Chapter 5.)

The development of the virginity of Mary is one that con-
tinues to influence us todai. See Gertrude Von LeFort, The
Eternal Feminine.

/Li



Readings: Fiction (suggested readings for student or
teachers)

Brophy, Brigid. In Transit. New York: Putnam, 1969. .

ok4

"Canfield, Dorothy. "Sex Education," A Harvest of
Stories. New York:. Harcourt, Brace Company, 1956.

Colette. The Innocent Libertine. British Penguin:
1904. Also in translation, Landon: Seeker and
Warburg, 1968.

. Cheri. New York': Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1920.

Leduc, Vlolette. La Batarde. New York: Farrar, Straus,
Giroux, 1965.

Therese and Isabelle. New York: Dell, 1967.

. Mad in Pursuit. New York: Farrar, Strauso
Giroux, 1971.

Meacock, Norma. Thinkipg Girl. New York: Dial Press,
1972.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. How do you think men's view of what is erotic differs from
that of women? Does this have any connection with the nature
of women's sexuality?

2. Does our eulture portray men as being more erotically oriented
than women? If so,does physiological data support this image?

3. What influences women's decisions about what is moral or
socially acceptable sexually?

4. Are all people potentially bisexual? What evidence supports
your view? If yes, what prevents people in our society froM
developing this potential as the ancient Greeks did, or acting,
on it?

5. In a society where deities',sexual activity was glorified in
cult anda:rt, Nould there be a, greater tendency among women
in the,society to feel more comfortable exOressing their own
sexuality? What evidence supports your view?

6. In examining goddesses who are patrons of sexuality and
erotieism, what traits emerge?

7. Are-women in mythology stigmatized or expected to feel guilty
for sexual activity?
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8. What images of the nature of women's sexuality emerges from
a study of the philosophies of the early Church fathers?
How much of these images survive to influence our view or
women's sexuality?

9. How has the view of some psychoanalysts that women are in-
herently masochistic affected women's sexual functioning?

10. What demographic factors in early Biblical society influenced
sexual prohibitions and mores in that society?

11. Mary is celebrated in Christian religion for being the only
pure woman. Does this definitionally make every non-celibate
woman impure? Does this apply to men?

12. The Victorians believed'that women were not capable of
sexual pleasure. How would this affect women's views of
themselves?

13. For years orgasm was presumed to originate in the vagina
(despite some empirical observation to the contrary). Did
women react to this assumption by feeling inadequate because
they could not "achieve" the proper type of orgasm? Did
this supposition hinder sexual pleasure by convincing a man
that if he got pleasure from sex a woman automatically did
also?

14. When does a woman identify herself as a lesbian--after:
strong emotional attachment to other women; dreams; .

'fantasies; expressions of physical affection short of
overt sexual activity; one sexual experience culminating
in orgasm (two? threp?)? Does identifying oneself as
lesbian involve renouncing all sexual activity with men?

15. Why do many heterosexual women and men find lesbianism and
lesbians threatening? Why is there a social stigma attached
to lesbians?

16. Does sexual activity between women "count for less" or
seem less important than sexual activity between men? Why?

17. Can you be,aggressive and be a "real woman?" To be a "real!''
woman, must,you relate to men? Is a woman's identity de-
fined solely in terms of a love or-sexual relationship
with a man?

28
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UNIT II. Fertility

Introduction

Fertility has been an ipescapable facet of women's identity.
,t

In the past, there were fgw methods of birth control, available.

SoOetal pressUres to bear children Were such that 'evensif there

had been, little effective choice existed for women. Chilà-

r4ring Customs chained women to the hote.and to the family.as
. .

securely as the oxen to the yoke.

This section exanlines the cult of the Mother Goddess.4 which

glorified the fertiaty of women by worshipping a deity whof.was

depicted as pregnant, and who sympathetically induced the fer-

tility of the women and of the fields. It then goes on to out-

line.discussion of the advantages anti disadvantages of the new

methods and pAilosOphy oft,birth control, child-rearing and

isparkting n an effort to discover how these changes have

, affeate women's identity.

Lecture Outline #

I. Paternity confusion.'.

Discussion of how "primitive" people do not recognize the
role of men in co4ceiving a child. Implications of the
belief that a woman produces a child by her own special
magiC,. (See: Martaret. Mead, Male and Female; Frazier,
Sir James,, The Golden Bough; and Cottre21, Leonard,
The Bull of Minos.)

Women as gatherers. The AgricultiVAI Revolution and its
implication for women.
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'e
Tavris and Offir. The Longest War, pp-258-269.

Slocum, Sally, "Woman the Gatherer: gale Bias in
Anthropology." Toward an Anthropology of
Women, edited by Rayna Reiter,

III. The Mother Goddess--giver of all good things.

A. Characteristics common to most mother goddess figures--
attributes and cult practices, evidence of what effect
she had on society.

B. Neolithic remains. (For e Mellaart James.
Catal Huyuk: a Neolithic Town in Anatolia, and in
the Cambridge Ancient History, Volume I, Part I,
pp. 724, 278, 357, 379.)

C. Inducing fertility by imitation. Orgiastic and other
fertility rites.

1. The Dionysia and the worship Of Dionysos.
(Euripides, The Bacchae. See Guthrie, W.K.C.
The Greeks and Their Gods. U.S.: Beacon Press,
1954. pp. 145-183.)

2. The Thesmophoria. (Aristophanes. Thesmorphoriazusea.)

3. The Elusinian Mysteries. (See Mylonas, George.
Eleusis and Elusiniah Mysteries. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 101.)

4. The Orphic Cults.
The Golden Bough.
Guthrie, W.K.C. Orpheus and Greek Religion,.
Ovid. MetamOrphosis.
Guthrie, W.K.C. The Greeks and Their Gods. pp. 307-

326.
Dodds, E.R. The Greeks and the Irrational.
Berkeley:.University of California Press, 1951.

D The Mother Goddess.
*

E. The Cult of Isis.

1. In Egypt. See Apulpius, The Golden Ass, Chapters
4-6, translated by Robert Graves. NY: Pocket
Books, 1951.

Frazier, Sir James. The Golden Bough: A Study in
Magic and Religion, I. Volume Abridged. NY:
Macmillan Press, pp. 382-383.

2. As a major religion in Hellenistic times. 'See F.E.
Pe,ters. Harvest of Hellenism: A HiStory of the.,
Near Xast.from'Alexanddr the'Great,to the Triumph
of Christianity. .

The Oxford Classical Dictionary, edited by N.G.L.
Hammond and H.H. Scullard. *CXforp: Clarendon
Press, 1970, pp. 553-554.

tr-
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Sarah Pomeroy. Goddesses, Whores, Wives and Slaves'.
Women in Classical Antiquity. pp. 217-226.

Whitt, R.E. Isis in the Graeco-ROman World.
Ithaca, NY: cornell University Press, 1971.

F. The coming of the Indo-European invaders and the divisichr
of integrated Mother Goddess figures into specialized
female divinities.

1. Apollo conquers the P/thia. (Male principle vs.
Female-principle.) The conquering of the Delphie
Oracle. See H.W. Parkel-,The Delphic Oracle.

2. Mother Goddess figures becoMe specialized.
Birth of Athena. Appolonius,Rhodius IV. 1310.
Pomeroy, Sarah. Goddesses, Whores, Wives and Slaves.
Lefkowitz, Mary. "Classical Myt4blogy and the Reile

of Women in Modern Literature,"ix A Sampler of
Women's Studies. Edited by Dorothy McGuigan.
Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michiganm
Center for the Continuing Education Of Wometr,
1673.

James; Edwin O. The Worship of the Sky God:

4
Semitic and Indo-European Religion.

a. Athena
b. Artemis -

c. Hera
d. Hestia
e. Aphrodite

443 Other Mother Goddesses. Partial listing for further
research by the teacher.

sCP

a. Shawness--Our Grandmother. Niethammer, Carole.
Daughter& of the Earth. p. 243.

b. The Return of the Corn Person. Niethamer, p. 244.
c. Danu-Brigit--Ireland.
d. Anath in Ugarit. The Mistress of Heavens.

Avenged the,death of Baal.
e. Ama no Uzume--Japan.
f. Mama Quilla--Peru.
g. Ishtar/Inanna--Babylon.
h. Cybele. The Great Mother of Phrygia.
1. Ge. Rhea.
j. Minoan kady of the Wild Beasts, Lady of the

Mountains, Lady of the Plants, Mistress of
the Tress, the Snake Goddess, Guardian-of
the Dead.'

G. Mother OoddessoIconography.

3



rv. Controlling%.(prtility--birth control.
General information as to methods--Our Bodies, Ourselves.

A. ,The sexual revolution--aid it happen?
Historical implications for Women who are no longef
forced to bear chirdren. 4

Disadvantages women labored under in the past.
Famous women whose activities were curtailed bY
childbirth.

B. Woman as progenitrix of armies. 4

Suppressing birth control devices and information to
produce strong soldiers for war. (Hitler's Germany.)
Women as Broodmares.

C. Genocide of Third World populations. ,
Cade, Toni. "The Pill: Beno.eide or Liberation,"

The Black Woman. Edited by Toni Cade.
Marine, Gene. "Sterilization: Who Decides?" inl

Wilson, et al.

D. Historical perspectives.
Celibacy, withdrawal, condoms, pomegranate seeds,
crocodile dung, homosexuality, cedar blocks in front
of the cervix, magic spells, incantations, came foalt,
infantiqide, exposure of infants.
R. Hopkins. "Contraception in the Roman Empire,"

Comparative Studies in Society and History.
(1965) p. 124-151.

The consequences of fertility: Childbirth and parenting.

Myths:. The Children of Niobe Ovid. Met. 6.182-183.
The Father alone is parent to the child, "Eumenides,"

The Oresteian Trilogy by Aegchylus, translated by
Richmond Lattimore. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1953, pp. 657-666.

Myth of Macha. Irish/Celtic 10thology--Ulster cycle.
. See New Larousse Encyclopedia of Mythology, pp. 229.
Chapters 12-16, Our Bodies, Ourselves.
Niethammer. Daughters of,tre-Earth. Chapter. 1, pp. 1-15.
Tavris and Offir, pp. 123-128.
Rossi, Alice,D. "A Biosocialyerspective on Parenting,"

Daedalus. Spring, 1971.
Paige, Karen and Paige, Jeffrey. "The Politics of Birth

Practices: a Strategic Analysis, American Socio-
logical Review: 38:663-76.

,Nin, Anais,, "Birth," Schneiderman, B.' BY an4 About Women.
NY: 'Harcourt, Brace, JovanOvich, Inc., 1932.

usso, "Motherhood Mandate," Journal of Social Issues,
32(3), 1976.

Hazell, Lester D. Common ense Childbirth,. NY: G.P.
Putnam and Sons, 196
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.Leboyer, Frederick. Birth Without Violende. NY: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1975.

Rossi, Alice, "Transition to Parenthood," Journal of
Marriage and the Family. 330, pp. 26-39, 1968.

LeMasters, E.E. '"Parenthood as Crisis," Marriage and
Family Living, 19 (4), 1957, 352-355.

A

Gutmann, D. "Men, Women and:the Parental Impg.rative,"
Commehtary. December, 1973.

Bernard, Jessie. The Future of Motherhood. NY: Dial, 1974,
Chertok, Leon. Motherhood and Personality: Psychosomatic

Aspects of Childbirth, London: TaviStock Publivtions,
'1973.

Peck, Ellen. The Baby Trap. NY: B. Gei's Associates,
, editor. Pronatalism: the Myth of Mom aneApple

Pie. NY: Crowell, 1974.
Rainwater, Lee. And the Poor Get Children. Chicago:

Quadrangle Books, 1960.
Westoff, Leslie. From Now to Zero: Fertility, Contracep-
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A. Mother/child bonding. u ature/or nurture.

1. Psychoanalytic and p ychotherapeutic prescriptions
for Motherhood.

a. completes the woman especially'if the child
is a boy (gives her a penis). .

b. Motherhood as definition of womanhood (Erikson
in Strauss).

c. Chodorow (in Rosaldo and Lamphere).
d. Maternal Instinct--dogs it exist?

PP Societal imperatives.

a. pronatalist policies.
b. media images of motherhood.
c. motherhood as bliss vs. parenthood in crisis.

B. Barbaric ritual--the American way of birth%

1. Depersonalization
2. Overuse of drug&
3. Lack of contact with infant at crucial time

C. Natural dhildbirth and.Birth Without.Pain.

D. Ilwe births.

1. the issue of sAlety
2. midwives as criminals.

E. Variant childr.rearing structures.

1. child dare centers.
2. communes.
3. extendedfamilies/networks of friends.



QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Same anthrbOologistsoh ve defdned our conception of history
as linear--societies M ing progresSively from one point
(u.oually worse off) to another point (usually better off)..
Many ancient sbcieties which engaged in fertility rites saw
history as cyalleal, paralleling the annUal death and re-
juvenation of the crops. How do you think such conceptions.'
affected the position of women in the society? (If at all.)

. Some scholars have postulated the theory that the Indo-
Europeans, invading,what is now Greece, brought with them
a patriarchal, sky-oriented religion, and suppressed the
female-centered, ear h-oriented religion that they found.
From your readings, h much evidence is there to support
ihis view?

3. How have widely available methods'Of effective birth conti.ol
affected women's view of themselves? Has there been a
sexual revolution brought about by widespread dissemination
of the pilr? Historically, how do you think women's self-
image was affected by the probability of bearing a child

f' every year (if she were sexually active)?

4 Is there a connection between demographic factors such as
* limited arable land for crops, and the desirability for a

large farliily, or the use of birth control devices in the
culture? Do people see large families as desirable in our
society? If so, sip such attitudes derive from a time when
reproduction was needed to insure survival of the group?
Is there such a thing as a maternal insfinct? Or are
maternal feelings learned? In Neolithic times, women often
tended the crops, while men hunted. Are men and women
naturally suited for these tasks? What factors contributed
to this division of labor?

5 In some Near Eastern iOcigties in the past,to honor a
fertility deity and to induce the crops to gfow, people would
engage in sexual intercourse as part of religious cult
practice, At the advent of Christianity, su0h practices
,were discouraged and suppressed. A strong.propaganda
campaign 'was instituted against such practiceg. , How much .

do you think this suppression has to do with.many people's
ideas'that sex is"dirty, disguSting, etc.?
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UNIT III, Work and Family

IntroductiOn

is unit is divided into five sections: 4) Family in EvOlu-
-

tio y perspective; 2) he Family in the Contemporary United

States; 3) Women in the 44bor FOrce in the Contemporary United

States; 4) Family Variants: Working Class Families; the Black

Family; Single-Headed Familie,s; ChildlessneSs; and 5) Work: :

Psychological and Sociological Aspects. We have listed discussion

questions and bibliography at the end of each section. Recom-

mended fiction for this unit is listed on page 52.

Lecture Outline

Secefon 1. Family in Evolutionary Perspective

I. Definitions

A. Family: coresidential unit of man and woman afid any
children- (or remnant.of this unit--as single parent and child)
within which collective activities.of production, reproduction
and consumption may be carried on.

B. Work: productive.labor, can be for own use or for market
exchange. In contemporary setting, used commonly as paid pro-
ductive labor for exchange carried on outside the home.

C. Evolution: process of growth and development (ifi reference
to "social units, usually of complexity and scale).

II. Point of view

A. Large-scale structural changechanges in technoeconomic
base and structures

B. Focus on behavior, not norm'S, not legal prescription

C. Focus not on individuals, but on households and families



III. Evolutionary views in the literature

A. Classic statement. Friedrich Engels, The,Origin of
the Family, Private Property and the State (1884) discussed
relationship of family to political and economic organization.
Based on what is currently seen as an outmoded and discredited
anthropological interpretation (see critique by Sacks, Zaretsky).
He argued that the mode of pxoduction determined-political
organization, family structure, relationships between the sexes.
The family was the product of men's desire to know their children,
once they owned property. The institution 'of private property.
The institution of private property was the origin of female
oppression.

B. A more recent statement by Claude Mefllassoux argues
that mode of production determines the mode of reproduction,
but that reproduction and not production is the basis for social
relations. household can be self-supporting in producing
food and other needs. It cannot be self reproducing. It needs
outsiders to reproduce not because of any fear of incest but
because of the age and sex requirements for reproduction. The
regularization oT social relations between households in order
to guarantee reproduction is the basis of society and the state.

Meillassoux argues that the Marxian emphasis on pro-
duction for exchange value--institutionalized work, wages, etc.
tends to leave out and overlook the social value of reproducti n
which is crucial in simple societies. The problem is to repr uce
(enough but not too many) in the next generation. Marxian ec nomics
tends to understand this from the point of view of the group
("need to reproduce the labor force") but not from the point of
view of the family or household.

C. Main evidence for sodial evolutionary schemes comes
from anthropological (ethnographic) evidence. The evidence
gathered in contemporary societies with less developed economies
is.seen as the equiyalent of less-developed economies in the
past. Thus a cross-cultural, cross-sectional study of societies
"stands for" A historical, evolutionary one.

IV. Production and Reproduction

A. Techno-economic base. Type of access to food and other
necessities--from hunting and gathering, to pastoral, agricultural,
industrial bases and the level of technology (ability to intervene
in nature) that goes with it.

B. Demographic regime. In the pat and in less developed ,

societies, demographic factors have been ve1y4mortant socially
in affecting how families act. In the present, reproduction is
both sure (that is, babies born will survive to adulthood) and
the need for population is relatively low (our economy's labor
productivity is so high that we need limited, not unlimited
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supplies of labor in the future.) Now the prospect of exhaust-
ing resources imposes another structural limit--on the number
of consumers: again, these are very-recent developments (post
World War II). Before 1900 mortality was so high even in Europe
and the U.S. that high fertility was needed to replace populations.
Populations that outgrew techno-economic base suffered excess
mortality through hunger and disease.

V. Evolutionary View of Family and Reprodhction

A. Hunting and gathering people. King (Bushmen) of
Kalihari Desert area--techno-economic base very frail. Land
can support relatively small population. Marshall Sahlins
points out (Stone Age Economics) that these people have little
because they want little. They have a lot of spare time.
Women gather nuts and berries, do small animal hunting in groups,
have social relationship with same groups. Not a strong demand
for labor. Reproductive choices loose. Since mothers have to
carry babies as they move, they cannot have more than ond'at a
time; a low rate of reproduction results. Low fertility may be
due partly to lack of fat in diet. Also possibility of infan-
ticide. Mortality is not exceptionally high as long as popu-
lation.is in balance with resources. Men hunt.

B. Pastoral society--Family strongly patrilineal. Male
workers needed, groupiAg.together of brothers as work teams.
Women are valued as mothers of sons but not as daughters.

C. Settled agriculture. (From here on, European examples)..
Plow agriculture as oppos,70 to horticulture (gardening)--labor
intensive, irrigated agricUlture. Historically, in Europe,
linked with growth of state, growth of markets. Removal of
Work from hearth--division of labor. Women still produce.
Labor power of males needed yet land owning means don't want
there to be too many heirs. Workers on a holding determined by
size of holding. A *certain distribution by age and'sex needed.
Family needs to expand itself by hiring workers when there are
not enough family members of the right age and sex; contract by
sending family members elsewhere to work when there are too
many.

Women divided between productive labor and reproduction.
Because of high mortality (especially infant mortality) high
fertility does not produce too many children. Further, in
Western Europe, historically, there mus a late age of marriage
and relatively high degree of celibacy. High rate of dissolu-
tion of marriage by death.

D. Growth of cities, growth of industry, and growth in
scale of agriculture all increased productivity. These processes
increase proportion of population which is not in agriculture,
which does not own property. Reproductive activity cannot easily

42
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be combined with productive activity as production moves oUt of
houSehold; mortality of infants does not decline rapidly.

Family-does not disappear, lose fgnction, etc. It

helps people migrate, get jobs, etc. and mothers who don't work
perform services for workers, bear and raise the-next generation.

Wives are rarely workers outside the home in this kind
of situation. The industrid:1 economy.needs primarily male workers.
But improving mortality conditions due to prosperity means that \-
fewer children are needed. Infant mortality reduced by more
maternal attention. Mothers are less needed,as producers with
increasing productivity of male workers (better wages) mothers
and wives specialize in child bearing, child rearing, managing
consumption.

Fertility control within marriage begins to show on
national fertility rates in the late 19th century; Demographic
situation has moved from high fertility, high mortality to low
fertility, low mortality.

Families are smaller, life more predictable.

It is only about 1900 that the nuclear family we are
familiar with crystallizes.

VI. Changes

A. Society Industrializes--growth of scale increases of
labor and resources in manufacturing.

B. Cities and proportion of urban population grow.

C. Fertility, mortality fall.

D. Families get smaller. , Birth control is used.

E. Extended family becomes less important (warning: people
never seem to have lived in extended families over all their
lives. Mortality conditions were such that grandparents were
likely to be dead when their grandchildren were born.)

F. Age of marriage goes down.

G. Proportion married goes up.

H. Do more women "'work"? Almost all wometAlid productive
labor in pre-industrial society. In industrial society there is
a sharper differentiation between work and non-work. There is
more leisure. If we count women's work in the household setting
and in the labor force, probably fewer women "work" now than in
period of household production, because of,the growth of leisure.

I. Personal life. Has there been an increased privatiza-,
tion o ily? Does family perfosm more emotional support func-
tion The personal life of thie past is hard to get at. The
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artifacts of the past suggest a less Altense attitude toward
children and the more public nature of family life in the past.

Attitudes are hard to discern. There is more privacy
now, children live, parents can spend more money on their children.
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Section 2. The Family in the Contemporary United States
4

This lecture examines the structure of the family in the k

contemporary United States frliltwo points of view: the couple,
and the parints and children. Constraining aspects of family
responsibility on women's identity are discussed, as are various
suggestions for modifying these constraints.

I. Definitions

A. Atclear family: a couple and their children. This
definition does not specify activities in the couple (suph as
ihat husband works, wife doesn't) but simply describes a unit
with certain biological and socio-leiai connections between
and among members. 0 4

B. Household is a co-residential unit of persons who
share four walls and, most likely, eating arrangements. They
may or may not be married or blood reaations.

C. Extended family: nuclear family.plus other blood or
socio-legal relatives, .such as grandparent(s), aunt(s), uncle(s),
nephew(s), niece(s), grandchildren.

U. Alice Rossi points out that much contemporary "iamily"
literature is focused on couple relationships, °rather than
"generational continuity and parent-child relationships."
She sees this partly.as a reaction to the functionalist,socio-
logical (Parsonian) concept of a4c1ear family as "natural" and
"good" bdcause it works. She quesfions the swing toward
cultural determinism and extreme egalitaitanism in contemporary
social scidnce.

Whether or not we accept all of her analysis, we should
note her warning: The result is'a tendency in much contemporary
thinking to confuse equality with identity and diversity with
inequality. But where age and sex are concerned, diversity is
a biological,fact, while equality is a political, ethical and
social precept."

So this lecture focuses not only on marriage but also on
parenting.

III. Parents and Children

A. The demography of the contemporary United States
(Bane 1-20).

1. Low mortallty, low fertility after baby boom ended
in early 60's.

2. Aging population
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3. Family size (Pauses of deprease) and childlessness

4. Living arrangements of children (note increased
number and proportion of single parent familiesL

411
discussed in later lecture)

5. Childcare arrangements

6. Vulnerability of children and need foi rights

B. Economic pespective--the "new home economics" is a
microeconomic theory. It doesn't deal with the economy as a
whole but with households. ItOks4s questions about why people
have children and how many. "Children are viewed as either
'producer durables' (i.e., producing a stream of future income
for their parents--perhaps when the latter are old and retired,
if not sooner) or as 'consumer durables' (i.e., prodUcing a
stream of future satisfactions for their parents in the same
fashion as does an automobile or a house). In a modern, in-
dustrialized country with a well-developed system of social in-
surance and little or no child labor, children are most clearly
analogous to consumer goods. In the rural areas of industrial-
ized nations or in the less developed parts of the world, their
value as workers is greater, and this is undoubtedly one explana-
tion for the higher fertility, in these areas.

Because of children's value (whether as producer or as
Consumer goods) parents are willing to invest both time and money
in child bearing and childrearing." (p. 117)

Not only do meanings of ohildren's value change with eco-
nomic growth, they vary with class and status within a society.
Economic analysis shows that child bearing is negatively related
to the price of the mother'ss'time. A woman who can make a good
salary because of advanced education has fewer children.

This does not necessarily mean that she will work rather
than have children. In fact, she and her family may decide that
she should use her time in rearing "high quality" children.

C. Bane concludes that there is little evidence of less
care for children in contemporary families. "The most important
difference between today's children and children of.their great-
grandparents' and grandparents' time is that there are propor-
tionately fewer.of them." (p. 19)

FurtherrA"parent-child bonds persist despite chahges
in patterns of disruption..." (p. 19) Many fewer parents and
children die, so the rate of disruption of these bonds is lower
than it was with higher mortality. Almost all children today are
being taken care of by"at least one parent. '
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IV. Couples (Bane 2106)

A. Divbrce up--correlates of divorce. Possibility that
egalitarian marriage is an alternative.

B. Proportions marrying up.

C. Age at marriage up slightlyg

D. Marital life cycle

Concept of life cycle from newly married, to first child,
to children living, couple alone, death of first spouse.

ThiS cycle has changed dramatically over the years due
to increased life expectancy and changed fertility patterns (child
bearing concentrated in a relatively short period). Husbands and
wives have many more years alone together. Couples will spend
only la of their married lives raising children, compared with
54% a century ago.

E. Tavris and Offir material on.housewife differing views
of satisfaction in marriage between husbands and wives. See
Oakley for much material on housework.

V. Psychological and Sociological perspectives

A. Perception of marriage (Bernard articles)

I. Myth: Society's perception
2. Reality: Woman's perception

B. Division of labor--the psychological and sociological
imperative of "traditional" divisionrof labor (it is functional
and preserves the status quo.)

C. Role conflict and dual careers

I. What are the components of role conflict? Spouse,
children, work, leisure.,

2. How does one cope? Redefine role (personal)--e.g.,
set up priorities; Redefine role (structural)--
e.g., hire a housekeeper; Role rejection--e.g.-,
.quit work or get divorced, etc.; Renaissance
woman--try to do everything well.

VI. Suggestions for change

A. Role flexibility--husbands take a larger role in house-
work, child nurture, wives do outside work.

B. Rossi--farther child spacing, child growth centers, more
social sharing of households, families to end isolation of mothers
and children.

C. Bane--measures for guaranteeing adequate support and pro-
tection for children despite family breakup, "Life time insurance."

cm,
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D. Individual rights and framework for social conceptualiza-
tion (C.S. Bell).

'QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. What are the main factors which have changed family structure
in the United States over the last 200 years?

2. 'How has the family cycle changed in this period?

3. How can society reconcile the need for care of dependent
children and parents' claims to autonomy?
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Section 3. Family Variants: Working Class
Families; The Black Family;

Single-Headed Families;
Childlessness

The other lectures on work and family have focused on middle
class marriages which produce children. Here we look at other
classes and ethnic groups, group efforts at child rearing, and
couples who are voluntarily childless.

I. Working c
4

families

Topics chosen from Rubin. Emphasis on constraints and
limitations of working class =tried life, how lack of understand-
ing between husbands and wives, parents and children, is common.
Yet marriage seen as achievement of adulthood. Continued im-
portance of kinship network for women and men.

II. Black families

Carol Stack makes a strong case against any pathological
interpretation of Black family. If we ask whether children are
'being raised in a fairly stable situation, the answer is yes.
Welfare and poverty mean that couples are unstable but children
are somewho raised,Ay kin networks that help their mothers.
Importance of grandparents and non-married liaisons in these
networks.

III. Communes and group efforts at child raising

Rossi has a brief summary of findings presented in various
articles in The Famlly Coordinator (FN 49-55, p. -29). _Evideirtly

their own mothers usually have ultimate responsibilit/ for'

young children, and most mothers choose to have it this way.

Her criticism.is biting:

"Just as the sexual script, so the parenting script in the
newjamily sociology seems to be modeled oh what has been a male
pattern of relating to Children, in-which men turn their father-
ing on and off to suit themselVes or their appointments for

business(or sexual pleasure. The authors and dramatists of both
the mating and parenting scripts in the new perspectives on the
family'are just as heavily male as the older schools of thought
about the modern family, if not in the generic sense, then in
the sense that parenting is viewed trom a distance, as an
appendage to, ,or, consequence of, mating, rather than the fOcus
of: family systems and.individual liyes. It is not at all clear
what.the gAins will.be for either women or children in this
version of human liberation."

ts
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Establishing the legitimacy of childlessness is an im-
portant aspect of making_the whole range of choice of parenting
and non-parenting possible.

The motherhood mandate and childless couples.

Adult development and childlessness.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. What structural or situational factors shape the differences
between middle and working class familis?

2. Compare these factors with the historical view of family in
development.

3. How can women in such constrained situatiOns find self pride?

4. What kind of support do Black wonien and working class women
get from each other?

V. Utopias

A. The role Of women, women's work and the family in
literary Utopias

1. Sir Thomas More. Utopia

2. Plato. The RepubIle. The Laws.
(See Saxonhouse, Arlene W. "The Philosopher And
the Female in the Political Thought of Plato."
POlitical Theory Vol. 4 No. 2, May, 1976)

3. James Hilton. Lost Horizon. (thangri-La)

4. Jonathan Swift. Gulliver's Travels

5. George Orwell. 1984.

6. Aldous Husley. Brave New World

7. Eugene Zamiatin. We

B.F. Skinner. Wa1d6n Two

9. Ayn Rand. Atlas Shrugged

B. Feminist Utopias

1. Joanna Russ. The Female Man

2. Ursula LeGuin. The Dispossessed. New York: Avon,
1974.

4.1
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3. Ursula LeGuin. The Left Hang. of Darkness

1.1.S.A.: Ace Books, 1969,

Dorothy Bryant. The Kin of Ata Are Waiting For
You. New Yotk: Moon Books and Random House, 1971

k
C. The attempts to turn Utopian IdealS into reality

1. Brook Farm-'-George Ripley (1841-1849)

2. Oneida--John Humphrey Noyes

3. Nashoba--Frances Wright-5

4. Charles Fourier and the French Utopian Socialists

5. Fruitlends

6. The Shakers--Mother Ann Lee

-7. Fruitlands

8. Mormons

N.,.. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1.4?What kind of work are women doing in the above societies?
,

2. lio it differ from work done by women in the United
'States oday?

3. What are the underlying assumptions of these societies as
to what kind of work men and women are suited for?

4,

4. Wlmt_is the economic,structure of these societies?

5. Is ti4re any correlation between the kind oT economic
struc ure and the role of women?

6. What kind of family structure exists (nuclear, extended,

c.

none)?

How are children born? Who.takes care of them/

8. Do children know their biological parents? II

9. Are children nurtured by their biological parents?

10. Do men or women or both take care of children?

11. If there is a difference between who takes care of children
in these societies, and who takes care of children (and
where) in our society, is there any correlation between thb
type of economic or social structure and who is taking care
of the children?
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12. How is work divided within the family (if there is one)?

13. What are the generil attitudes towaxds women in these°
utopias? .
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Section.4. Work: Psychological and Sociological Aspects

The psychological literature most relevent to the area of
work is on women and achievement. A complete lecture on achieve-
ment motivation can be gleaned from the following article:

Stein, A.H. and Bailey, M.M., "The Socialization of. Achievement
Orientation in Females," Psychological Bulletin, 1973,
80, 345-366. Also in A. Kaplan and J. Bean (eds.),
Beyond Sex-Role Stereotypes: Toward a Psychology of
Androgyny. Boston: Little Brown, 1976.

I. Achievement Motivation

A. Traditional theoretical and empirical work

1. Male bias in the field (the-use of male subjects)

2. Original conceptualization by McClelland: achieve-
ment motivation is a relatively stable disposition
to strive for success in any situation where
standards of excellence are applicable.

3. Atkinson and Feather add hope of success and fear
of failure to the formula. Aroused motivation is
a function of expectancy of success and the incen-
tive value of success or failure as well as the
strength of hope of success and fear of failure. %

4. Crandall included expectancy of sHeeess, attainment
value, and standards of performance. Motivation
should be assessed in particular achievement areas
(i.e., sex role Opropriate); this accounts for
some of the problems in research when dealing
with female subjects. Female achievement orienta-
tion is manifested in areas Which represent culturally
defined sex appropriate activities, e.g., social.
.skills.

5. Many say that female achievement behavior is moti-
vated by affiliations rather than achievement.
The relevant findings in this area are:

a. Girls are reinforced for achievement behavior
only if thew are displayed in a social context.

b. Veroff differentiated between autonothous achieve-
ment motivation and social comparison achieve-
ment motivation and anqh-tegration of the two,
(which appear developmentally in that,)order).*
He found that girls had trollble with the integra-
tion. (On his projective measures, all thp
figures are male!)
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c. Evidence suggests that social skills are an area
of achievement for fiemales and that females are
not necessarily more sensitive to social approval
but may be reinforced for a more social pattern
of achievement.

d. All of this says that there is more than one
way of achieving--a severe limitation of defini-
tion in much of the work in the area.

B. Fear of Success

1. History of the concept: added to the achievement
motivation,formula in order to eliminate the large
"noise" factor when applying the formula to women.
Refer to the Horner article in Journal of Social
Issues, 1972, Vol. 28 (2) for the original formula-
tion of fear of success. There have been a series
of non-replications of Horner's original study.

2. Reinterpretation: fear of success,is intimately re-
lated to sex role definitions and anticipated con-
sequences of deviating from them. Simply, deviance
produces negative consequences.

3. Fear of success is a situational variable, not an
inherent trait. Implications:

a. Traits require "treatmen for change.

b. To say that women fear success is blaming the
victim.

e. For good critiques of fear of success litera-
,- ture. see ,article by Condry and Dyer (1976).

issues related to achievement in women

A. Attribution of success and 4ilure--girls attribute
to luck, boys attribute success to ability. See articles by Deaux
and Dwek for discussion of this literature and empirical studies.

B. Structural barriers to achievement

1. Overt discrimination

2. Subtle and covert mechanisms (e.g., communication
networks, friendships, etc.) See articles by
Epstein, Blinker and Seashore, O'Leary.

C. Role innovation: Implications and consequences

1. Determinants of role innovation (Tangri article)

2. The "Queen Bee" Syndrome (Staines)
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. What is the "blame the victim" approach and how doesOsome of
the literature fit into this conceptualization?

2. What are the impliCAtions of alternative conceptualizations
flor theory and method?

3. What does this literature say about the impact of popular
prejudices on science and the influence of science on popular
prejudices?

4. What is the value of the fear of success literature and why

'
was it picked up so readily by women in many fields and in
the general public even though it is now somewhat discredited?
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Section 5. Women ifi* the Labor Force im the

Contemporary United States

I. Structural factors influencing women's labor force
p*rticipation

A. Warning: Once the labor force congept in its formal
sense was introduced, statistics were gathered to record those
who were "in the'labor force" (i.e., actively working for pay
or seeking such work). These statistics give a sense of con-
creteness which is probably quite inaccurate. In the U.S.,
women's work and particularly married women's work has been
historically particularly underreported. The definition of
labor force participation has been progressively broadened and
made more precise. Therefore, the long term historical trend
toward increased labor force participation by women should
probably not be taken as strictly accurate. Nevertheless, the
figures since World War II are worthwhile and zertiiii compalsons
can be made between them and earlier periods.

B. Aggregate view: Oppenheimer and others have shown the
powerful combined effects of changes in occupational kructure,
occupational segregation, and demographic factors on women's
employment.

1. Occupational segregation./ Most single occupations are
primarily held by males or by females. That is, most
occuations are held by a higher percentage of a
singe sex than is the overall distribution of the
sexes in all jabs. Thus there are female occupations--
nurse, school teacher, secretary, clerk, and so on,
and there are male occupations, miner, bartender,
mechanic, account executive,'etc. The sex-type of
occupations has changed over time Ksecretaries and
sales clerks were both primarily male) but the trend
toward occu ational segregation has not lessened.

2. Demand for orkers has varied with structure of the
economy. Historically, there has been a trend c)
resources and labor away from small scale agriculture
(in which women worked in household units) toward
larger scale manufacturing and services. Women worked
in certain kinds of manufacturing only--textiles and
garment industry. Heavy industry hired mostly men.
With the development of a'larger area of light industry
(especially electronics) and of tertiary sector (services,
stores, schools, govelmment) after World War II, there
was an incseased demand for women workers. Much of
this changed economic structure and demand was based
on ost war population growth.

59
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3. Supply of male workers was inadequate to fill all the
new jobs. The supply of single women workers was also
too small. Workers coming to maturity in Use 1950's
were an especially small group (cohort),for they viere
the persons born in the 4depression of 1929730. Bat
cause of the prosperity of the early '50s,"also, many
of them stayed outrof the labor force for additional
years of education. Consequence: older married women
were called in to do many of the new jobs.

A new style of labor force participation,by women
emerged winch involved less paid employment in single

.. years after completion of education, more in'married
years after children were in school or grown.

This pattern has been modified again in the 1970's
with increased labor force participation in single or
early mariied years and continued labor force partici-
pation in older years. This ha accompanied a steep

la

ecline in fertility.

Women, on the average, are often protected in jobs
because of segregation. These service jobs are more
stable and less liable to depression or regression
than.construction oi°heavy industry, in which men work.

II. Micro economic view of labor force participation looks into
individuals and households to see why women work.

A. Individuals--need for money and satisfaction. In-
creased education of women.

B. Households--a married woman's decision on how to
allocate her time is 3-way (Kreps and Leaper, Sawhill, "Economic
Perspectives").

1. How much of her time is given to home wOrk without
pay.

2.. How much to market work with pay.

3. How much to leisure.

Factors which enter into this time allocation decision are
the education of a woman and perceived needs for children. If
a family wants to educate their children, buy them many things,
then more income is needed.

III. Working mothers
3.

A. Sawhill on"Woman-headed household and financiaY problems

Tavris and Offir on double job of working wives: housq-
work and job; lack of assistance with housework.

C. Child care

) D. Power in the family



V. Women in occupations

A. Kantpr, in Tavris and Offir, situational interpretation
(see Appendix III).

OF
B. Social intervention in occupational segregation--dis-

ciimination and affirmative action in hiring.

VI. Changes

A. Flextimesee Tavris and Offir, Ruether
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UNIT IV. Fear and-Envy

Introduction

The theme of fear and envy pervades much of the literature

on myth, anthropology, religion'and psychology. One interpreta-

tion of the theme is that women have en and are relegated to

secondary status as a result of men's fear and envy of their re-

productive capacities (and any ability or phenomenon related to

reproduction). That is, in order to control the powers of women

men have imposed oppressive constraints on the freedom of women.

The fear and envy in men has also been projected onto women--

women are accused ofepenis envy, for example.

This unit will begin with an interdisciplinary treatment

of the basis for fear and envy, focusilw on menstruation and

lk
menopause. The next part contains a grolp of quotations which

*
may be used to organize a discussion about manifestations of

fear and envy throughout history. We then consider witches, and

finallydiscuss rape. .We recommend the film Rape Culture.

We also list mythological references to be studied as examples

of fear and envy.

Lecture Odiline

I. Menstruation

The Curse: A Cultural HiStory of Menstruation by Janice
Delaney, Mary Jane Lupton, and Emily Toth. New American LibrOl
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1977. ThiAkbook is the basis for the lecture or lectures. A
suggested ouline is:

A. Taboos and religious myths--Part I, pp. 5-56.

B. 'Literature and Myth--Part IV, pp. 123=162.

C. Contemporary Myth--Part III, pp. 87-119.

Because there is so mych mythology about -menstruation, many women
are unaware of the dynamics of the process. Further information
in the lecture might include:

D. "The Menstrual Cycle in Action'," Part II, pp. 59-84,
Delaney et al., Excellent drawing and explanation
are also available in Our Bodies, Ouiselves. The
Boston Womerrs Health Collective. NY: Simon and
Schuster, pp. 12-22.

E. Menopause--The Curse. Part V--pp. 165-185.

Helpful background books:

Cherry, S. The Menopause Myth, NY: Ballantine Books, 1976.

Hays, H.R. The Dangerous Sex: the Myth of Feminine Evil.
Pocket Books, 1964.

Weideger, P. Menstruation and Menopause. Delta, 1975.

II. Menopause.

1. Weideger book presents a good account of physiological
and psychological aspects of menopause from a feminist
perspective.

2. Fear of menopausetems from the menstruation taboo-.
which is nearly invisible in our society today, but
still exists.

a. Manifested in lack of knowledge about What is
supposed to happen and the variability which
islhe norm.

b. PerOetuated by gynecologists' bias against women
and medical moael of treating female functioning
as a disease. Weideger states., "The gynecologist
has assumed leadership as the enforcer of the
menstrual taboo and its adjunct, the mythic meno-
pause. From menarche through menopause, it is
this physician/shaman who interprets the meaning
of her physical problems and points to the women's
failure to obey the rules of femininity as the
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cause of the problem . . . He shows her the cure
(in the form of social readjustment) and tells
her she must more rigorously conform to the female
role--a role he defines (p. 144)."

c. Tied up with role definitions of femininity and
motherhood.

3. MenopauSe is only one part of the climacteric.

a. Men also go through a climacteric involving de-,
creased potency and the aging of tissues and
bodily systems.

b. See article by Ramey about men's cycles.

4. Correlates of menopause.

a. Feelings of shame

b. Question sexuality (problems may stem from m
decreased potend which is then blam male
menopause).

c. Denial of realities (part df the taboo).

U. Physiological and psychological changes.

III. Manifestations of fear and envy throughout history and across
0 disciplines. Students should read the following passages

and discuss their reactions.

The female is, as it were, a mutilated Male . . . a'sort of natural
deficiency. It is not appropriate in a female character to be
manly or clever. The male is by nature superior and the female
inferior.

Aristotle

A man says what he knows; a woman says what Will please.

Jean Jacques Rousseau

A woman, a dog, and a walnut-tree, the more you beat 'em the better
they be.

Thomas Fuller

II

Woman is given to man so that she may produce children. She is
therefore his property, as the fruit tree is the property of the
gardeher.

66
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II
/

A wqglan is nobody. A wife is everything. A ftetty girl is equal

II

to ten thousand men, and a motlier is, next to God, all powerful . .

We trust that the ladies of Philadelphia will resolve to maintain
their rights as Wives, Belles, Virgins, and Mothers, and not as
Women.

Philadelphia Public
Ledger, 1848

Women are childish, simple and short-sighted. They are their
whole life grown-up children, a kind of middle step between the
child and the man who is the true human being. Women are the
second sex, in every way.

-Schopenhauer

We must start with the realization that, as much as women want
to be good scientists or engineers, they want first and fore-
most to be womanly companions of men and to be mothers.

Bettleheim

The female requires the male, not Only for procreation, as in
other animals, but also for governance, for the male excels
both in intelligence and in strength.

St. Thomas Acquinas

Suffer women once to arrive at an equality with you, and they
will from that moment become your superiors.

Cato the Elder.

Even school children know that the male is by far the more im-
portant sex.

John Calvin

What a mad idea to demand equality for women! Women are nothing
but machines for producing children.

When a woman thinks at all, she thinks evil.
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The'fact that women musi be regarded as having.little sense of
justice is no doubt related to the predominance of envy in their
mental life.

Freud

It is shameful for a woman to even think of what naturb she has,
let alone glory in it.

St. Clement of
Alexandria .

`\

The five worst infirmities that afflict tile female are indocility,
discontent, slander, iaalousy and silliness.

Confucius

Most women have no characterigtics at all.

Alexander Pope

...the little girl is naittle man until the castration complex.
From then till puberty all she has is a castrated penis; she re-
mains unaware of the existence of her vagina.

Freud

The little girl's castration complex is brought into beingJ.Dy
the sight of the boy's penis: this makes her feel inferior and
'she compensates for her deficiency by penis envy . .the desire
to have a child by the father, as a substitute for the penis,
is therefore the dynamic factor in the female Oedipus complex.

Freud

...the boy woi.ries about the girl's sexual organ only when he
has established a link between.the threat of c4stration and the
%sight of the female genital (from which he turns away in "horror"
or wit)i "triumphant contempt")... .

,Freud

...at the time of the castration complex the girl despises the
castrated mother and femininity in general.

a

a
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4..the discovery of her castration makes the.little girl give up
6litora1 masturbation and therefore phallic activity ... the
normal Oedipus situation is only established if the wish for a
penis is replaced by one for a baby which takes the place of a

penis ... . She is fully satisfied only when she has a son,
thus compensating for her penis envy and feeling of inferiority.

Freud

Feminine love is passive and narcissistic. The feminine woman
does not love, she lets herself be loved...passive and purely
feminine women have no superego.

J. Lampl De Groot

The clitoris plays a purely inhibitory role; it*is a superfluous

organ.

Don't let a woman, wiggling her behind
And flattering and coaxing, take you in;

She wants your barn: woman is just a cheat.

Deutsch

Hesiod

From her comes all the race of womankind,
The deadly female race-and tribe of wives
Who live with mortal men and briffg them harm,
No help to them in dreadful poverty
But ready enough to share with them in wealth.
As in the covered hive the honey-bees
Keep feeding drones, conspirators in wrong,
And daily, all day long, until the sun
Goes down, the workers hurry about their work
And build white honeycombs, while those inside
In the sheltered storeroom, fill their bellies up
With products of the toil of others, thus,
Women are bad for men, and the conspire
In wrong, and Zeus the Thunderer made it so.

He made a second evil as a price
Of fire, man's .blessing: if a man avoids
Marriage and all the troubles women bring
And never take-S- a wife, at least he comes
To miserable old age, and does not have
Anyone who will,care for the old man.
He has enough to live on, while he lives,
But when he dies, his distant relatives
Divide his property. The married man
Who gets a good wife, suited to Ills taste,
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/1
Gets good and evil mixed, but he who gets
One, of the deadly sort, lives all his life
With never-ending pain inside his heart
And on his mind; the wound cannot be healed.

Hesiod

Bring home a wife when you are ripe for it;
When you are thirty, not much more or less,
That is the proper age for marrying.
Your wife should have matured four years before,
And marry in the fifth year. She should be
A virgin; you must teach her sober ways.
Particularly gaod is one who lives
Nearby, but look around you carefully,
Lest all the neighbours chuckle ar your choice.
No prize is better than a worthy wife; '

A bad one makes you shiver with the cold;
The greedy wife will roast her man alive
Without the aid of fire, and though he is
Quite tough, she'll bring him to a raw old age.

Hesiod

IV. Witchei

Witchhunting was primarily carried on from the
19th centuries. From the 15th century on, women were ost often

to the

cited as witches. When groups were discussed, women were more
frequently named q..s witches. Alexander of Hales and Thomas
Acquinas argued that women were more prone to witchcrailt. In

the 15th century, both the witch trials and the writing of

theoreticians increased. The trend culminated in the Malleus

TjMaleficarum in which by ti the gender of witches is feminine
and in which the explanati is given that women were in every
way morally and mentally inferior to men. 1

There are thojr who believe that witchcraft is based on
sorcery. In many cultures; sorcerers are more likely to be
women than men. This is true in some areas of India.as Well as
Africa. Though deriving primarily from heresy, European witch-
craft did have roots in sorcery. Women have been associated with
sorcery more often than men because of their)traditional roles_,
as cooks, nurses, midwives, and keepers of the home. In addi-
tion, special power was attached to childbearing and menstruation.
Women gather herbs, and use them for a variety of things: cooking,
curing the sick,sor even poisoning. Womenitre said to know the
charms that can cause hatred or love, fertility or impotence.
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The basis for witchcraft in European areas is to be found
in heresy. There w,as a change in attitudes toward women occurring
in the llth and larth centuries. Even though it applied to only
a few, the idea of courtly love was influential.- In theory, the
lady became a being more spiritual and more delicate, more re-
fined than the man, who in,turn addressed her with a devotion
bordering upon religious aptoration. At the same time, there
was growth in the veneration of the Virgin Mary, which some
believe raised women's position. But most women, being neither
noble nor the mother of Goki, had problems. They were banned
from holy orders, could,nOt preach or attend the cathedral
schools or universitlee. They were passed over in succession
to fiefs and thrones. The Jewish tradition of the Old Testament,
the tradition of Roman literature and Law, the warrior tradi-
tion of the Teutons, and the writings of Paul all confirmed
that women were to serve men.

In this satuation, it is not surprising that women were
prominent heretics. Medieval writers say this was because they
were gullible, but modern writers see their rebellidn against
the male establishment. Women of all classes participated in
orthodox, monastic and semimonastic reform movements, many of
which were seen as heretical by the Church establishment.

The participation of women in witchcraft may have been
exaggerated by antifeminist writers eager to attribute to the
female sex the'utmost weakness. Malleus Maleficarum reflects
the mythic fear of/women in men. That fear had been heightened
by the suspicious &ttitudes of Church Fathers toward sexual
relations. Virginity was the most desired state,and woman
was a temptress luring men away from perfection'. There were
many Christian women, but few were canonized who did hot die
as virgins. Even motherhood received qualified praise, for
the Fathers knew what preceeded it. St. Augustine argued that
intercourse, even in marriage, cannot be wholly free from sin.
Because of such fear, and because there was a tendency for
the will of God and the will of the Church to be one and the
same, witchcraft and heresy provided very convenient ways of
getting tid of those who dissented.

The persecution of witches is an example of extreme mass
reaction to the fear and envy of women. The pamphlet by
Ehrenreich and English is a good treatment of the relation
of witchcraft to medicine and the evolution of the male medical
establishment after (and in reaction to) the embodiment of
wisdom in women.

Baroja, Julio Gara. The World of the Wtiches. Translated bi
O.N.V. Glendinning.t: Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1964.

0
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Douglas, MS (editor). Witchcraft, Confessions and Accusations.
London: Tavistock Publications, 1970.

Dworking, Andrea. Woman Hating. (Chapter "Gynocide") NY:
E. P. Dutton, 1974.

Ehrenreich, Barbara and English, Deidre. Witches, Midwives and
Nurses: A History of Woman Healers. NY: Feminist Press,
1973.

Harris, Grace, "Furies, Witches and Mothers," The Character of

Kinship. Edited by Jack Goody. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1973.

Mallet-Joris, Francoise. The Witches. NY: Paperback Library,
1968.

Malleus Malificarum, translated with an introduction by Montague
Summers. London: Tavistock Publications, 1970.

Murray, Margaret A. The Witch Cult of Western Europe. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1921.

. The God of the Witches. NY: Oxford University Press,
1931.

fian Vuuren, Nancy. The Subversion of Women as Practiced by
Churches, Witch Hunters and other Sexists. Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1973.

,"Witches and Community: An Anthropological Approach to the
History of Witchcraft," Times Literary Supplement.
Number 3, October 30, 1970, p. 583.

V. Rape.

See film Rape Culture. Discuss the film, feelings.

1. Seigfried and Brunhilde from The Nibelungenlied, edited
:by A.T. Hatto. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965.

2. Lecretia was raped by Sextus Tarquinius and then stabbed
herself. Livy, The BAstory of Rome from Its Foundations.
I. 46 Baltimore: Penguin, 1976.

3. Zeus approached Leda in the form of a swac (see Oxford
Classical Dictionary).

4. Zeus turned into a bull to carry Europa to Crete.

5. Orion tried to rape the Pleiades, sev,en daughters of
Pleione and Atlast, and he turned into constellations.
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editor, Middle Age and Aging. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1968.

. "Adaptation and the'Life Cycle," Counseling Psychologist.
1976, 6, p. 16-20.

Ramey, E. "Men's Cycles," Ms. Spring, 1972, pp. 8-14.

Weideger, P. Menstruation and Menbpause. NY: Delta, 1975, 1977.

Wilson, W.C. "Facts Versus Fears: Wh'P Shduld We Worry About
Pornography?" Annals of the American Academy of Political
a Social Science, 1971, 397.
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Mythological References Which Can Be Studied as Examples of
Fear and Envy:

1. In the play Antigone by.Sophocles (recommended translation:
Richmond.and Lattimore), Creon expresses constant anx,iety

about being bested by a woman. (Lines 484, 525, 740, 746,

756.) ,

2. The Mexican Moon Goddess. In Brinton, Daniel G. Myths of

the Americas: Symbolism and Mysticism of the Indians of
erica. Blauvelt, NY: Multimedia Publishing Corporation,

1 76, la, 139.

3. Vnktahe, Spirit of the Wat ers and Mistress of Witchcraft
(Dakotas) Centeotl. The Aztec Goddess of Maize. Sedna--
Eskimo mythology. Tiamet in the Babylonian epic of creation.

4. "A Smart Young Woman" in A Celtic Miscellany, translations
from the Celtic literatures. Edited by Kenneth Murlstone
Jackson. Baltimore: Penguin, 1971.

5. Kali. The fearsome mother goddess of India. "The Bone-
wreathed Lady of the Place of Skulls." Zimmer H. "The
Indian World Mother," The Mystic Vision. Bollingen Series
XXX, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968.

6. The custom of Bouvade--see Malinowski.

7. Among the early Costa Ricans, the worst uncleanness is a
woman in her first pregnancy. Brinton, Daniel, p. 156.

In Wisconsin, the Fox Indian women abstained from sex through-
out pregnancy for fear their babies would be_Dorn "filthy."
See Niethammer, Carole. Daughters of the Eailh. The Lives
and Legends of American Indian Women. NY: Collier, 1977,
p. 3. See Niethammer for menopause taboos, p. 39; and for
menstruation taboos, pp. 49-51.

9. In Russia, when people wanted to preserve theAavillage
against an epidemic of plague or cholera--atlhidnight the
old women would walk around the village, secretly summoning
'the other women so that the meA knew nothing about it. They
wourd choose nine virgins and three widows who would be let
out of the village, there they would undress down to their
shifts. The virgins would let down their hair, the widows
would cover their heads. They would hitch.one of the widows
to a plow. The nine.virgins would seize scythes while the

other women grasped skulls. They would march around ,the
village, howling and shrieking, while they plowed a furrow
to permit the powerful spirits ofthe Earth to emerge, and
so kill germs. Any man who met them was killed.



UNIT V. Women's Networks

I4troduction

Some people have interpreted the problems of the Women's

Movement (both historical and contemporary) in terms of the lack

of cohesiveness among women as, a Paiitical force. Many women

are indeed isolated from each other by virtue of the feminine

role. Much has been written on competition among women (for the

attention of men) which inhibits the growth of friendship.

There are those who propose genetic or evolutionary explanations

for why men, not women, engage in close social bonding (e.g.,

Lionel Tiger).

At the same time, many women speak of the profound c oseness,

comfort and warmth that is experienced when interacting with

other women. Even looking at everyday life in suburbia we see

coffee klatc)3es bridge games, over the fence friendships.

Historically, too, it is possible to find evidence of more in

stitutionalized forms of women's networks. It is important to

explore women's networks because often women define themselves

better in interaction with other women than in interaction with

men.

This unit is divided into three sections: (1) Historical,

Anthropological, and Sociological Perspectives; (2) Informal,

Literary and Religious Networks; and (3) Institutional and

Organizational Networks. Bibliographies are given Athin each

section and specific references are ocpasionally cited within

the lecture outline.
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Section 1. Historical, Anthropological and
Sociological Perspectives

-T. Relationships between women 4W societies where the political
and domestic spheres are integrated.

In some societies there is no sharp distinction between the
domestic sphere and an extra-domestic political sphere whiqh links
or organizes a series of domestic units. Authority is sharea
between women and men in these societies, despite the occurrence
in some of them of sex-based division of labor. These societies
exhibit strong female bonding; women cooperate with each other
in daily tasks and their strategies for achieving goals do hot
differ from men's. They have power to control their own lives
and do not have to work through men or try to subvert a male
political structure to get what they want.

A. The Navahos.

1. Society is matrilineal, structured around female
bonds with a tendency toward a uxorilocal residence
pattern.

2. Women have close cooperation ties with other female
,kin; the mother-daughter bond is especially strong.

3. Marriage ties are weak, especially during the early
period, largely because of the wife''s ties with
her own kin.

The Eskimos.

1. Society is'organized around the nuclear family
with the husband dominant.

2. Women have cooperative networks with other women
and close ties with female kin.

3. See Briggs, Jean L. Never in Anger. Massachusetts:.
Harvard University Press, 1970.

C. The Iroquois.

1. Society is matrilocal.

2. Women contribute heavily to the subsistence of the

tribe.

3. Women control agricultural production. They also
control the economic organization of society and
maintain the right to distribute all food, even
that obtained by men.

4. Female bonds are strong, and there is little soci-
ability between the sexes.
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5. See Brown, Judith, K., "Iroquois Womeng, An
Ethnohistoric Note," Reiter, Rayna R., Toward
an Anthropology of Women. NY: Monthly Review
Press, 1975, pp. 235-251.

D. The !king Bushmen.

1. The !Kung are a hunting and gathering society,
though some are moving toward a sedentary,
agricultural way of li

2. Women contribute heavil to the subsistence of
the group and control what they have gathered.
This control is related to the simplicity of the
economy, technology and social organization. It
is less true among the sedentary grotias,-

3. Men and women are equal and have many overlapping
areas of activity.

4. Women have cooperative networks with one another.

5. The sedentary lifestyle undermines sexual equality.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

General:

Lamphere, Louise, "Strategies, Cooperation and Conflict Among
Women in Domestic Groups," Rosaldo, Michelle Zimbalist
and Lamphere, Louise, Woman, Culture and Society.
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1974, pp. -112.

The articles in this collection can be quite difficult
for the beginning student. While we recommend several of
them (here, and in other sections of the course) we also
urge teachers to study the collection carefully before
making assignments.

Rosaldo, Michelle Zimbalist, "Women, Culture and Society: A
Theoretical Overview," ibid., pp. 17-52.

Schneider, David M. and Gough, Kathleen. Matrilineal Kinship.
Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1962.

NaVahos: P

Aberle, David F., "Navaho," in Schneider and Gough, pp. 96-201.

Lamphere, Louise, "The Navaho Cultural System, An Analysis of
Concepts of Cooperation and Autonomy and their Relation
to Gossip and Witchcraft," in Basso, Keith and Opler,
Morris,"Apachea4 Culture History and Ethnography,
Arizona: The University of Arizona Press, 1971.

Witherspoon, Gary, "A New Look.at Navajo Social'Organization,"
American Anthropologist. yblume 72, Number 1, February
1970, pp. 55-65. ....
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Draper, Patricia, "!Kung Women: Contrasts in Sexual Egalitarian-
ism in Foraging and Sedentary Contexts," Reiter, pp. 77-
109.

Marshall, Lorna, "Marriage Among the !Kung Bhshmen," Africa.
Volume 29, Number 4, pp. 335-365.

, "!Kung Bushmen Bands," Africa. Volum 30, Number 4, pp.
325-354. Reprinted in Cohen, Ronald uid,Middleton, John.
Comparative Political Systems. NY: TIe Iqatural History
Press, 1967, pp. 15-43.

II. Relationships between women in societies where the polilical
and domestic spheres are related.

In these societies women's situation is much more difficult.
411, Power and authority are vested in a hierarchy-of maleS, and

women's methods of achieving goals are political; they must
influence the men who-hold the power in the society. It is this
kind of situation which produces rivalries between wqmen, for
example, the aonflicts between mothers-in-law and dalghters-in-
law, stemming from the,need to achieve power through competing
for a man's loyalty. Nevertheless, female bonding occurs under
certain circumstances in these societ% ies as well.

A. Women's rivalries in peasant and tribal societies.

1. In patrilocal extended households political power
depends upon the size and cohesiveness of Mie kin
group.

2. The purpose of exogamous marriage in these societies
is to unite previously unconnected households and
add to their strength.

,

3. Women live in households where they are strangers.
0,

4. They are in a conflict of interest position vis-a-
vis other female.members of the household because
of their need to achieve power and security by
competing with one anYther to influence men.
Wives try po alienate theii, husbands from their
mothers-in-law and to insure the loyalty of their

.sons .

5. In pOlygynous societies co-wives compete with one
another.

/a. The Kanuri in Africa have a very high divorce

(
rate. Divorce is a way for women to asse'rt
their independence in this society.

1 ,. 78
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6. The Hebrew matriarchs are a good example of this
kind of conflict between women and Manipulation of

men by women. RebecCa's favoring,Jacob over Esau
exerts a great influence over the history of
Israel. She.gets her way by deceiving her husband
and manipulating her son (Genesis, Chapter 27).
The rivalry between Rachel and Leah, who are
sisters and co-wives in a patriarchal extended
family is central.to the narrative about the
origin of the twelve tribes (Genesis, Chapters
29-30).

7. "omen's political interests are at odds withimen's
in these societies; men gain power by building an
extended family group and women gain power by un-
dermining the group's cohesiveness.

8. Quarrels between the male members of these kin
networks are blamed on their women.

9. Men discount,women's political roles and attribute
their disruptive behavior to personal idiosyncarcies
or the general inferrority of the,female sex.

B. Female bonding in extra-domestic neighborhood groups.

1. In patrilocal exogamous societies women are fre-
quently in conflict 'with other women in the
household but share common interests with other
women in the same sithation.

2. Women exert power by molding opinion, by influenc-
ing men's decisions. Gossip is a formidable means.

3. These informal communication ftetworkA give women
power as a group but restrict them as individuals.
The idea that they mdght one day need the group's
support functions as a deterrent upon their in-
dividual behavior.

4. This kind of power exerted outside the official
channels is not a viable substitute for real
political power..

C. Women's Trading Associations.

1. Ijaw Women's Association: factors which allow for
the formation of women's associations in West
Africa.

a. Patrilocality and virilocality cause women to
be separated from their own kin and oriented
toward other women.

b. The women need a means of economic independence
to form viable assocaitions. Some Ijaw groups
have this base.
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2. See particularly Leis, Nancy B.,'"Women in Groups:

Ijaw Women's Association," Rosaldo and Lamphere,

pp. 223-242.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

'Collier, Jane Fishburn, "Women in Politics," Rosaldo and Lamphere,

pp. 89-96.

Denich, Bette, "Sex and'Power in the Balkans," Rosaldo and Lamphere,

pp. 243-262. smo

Harding, Susan, "Women and Words in a Spanish Village," Reiter,
pp. 283-308.

Wolf, Margery. Women and the Family in Rural Taiwan. Stanford:

Stanford University Press, 1972.

, "Chinese Women: Old Skills in a New Context," Rosaldo and
Lamphere, pp. 157-172.

III. Modern Industrial Societies.

In Black American and English working class families women
exercise a kind of de facto authority in the domestic sphere

because men are absent. In these situations, though, neither

men nor women exert power in the political sphere nor do they

have access to economic resources.

A. Black families in America.

1. Black males have high rate of unemployment.

2. Black women with children have access to welfare.

3. Households form around wbmen because of their
role in child care. Ties between women form
the core of networks.

4. Welfare benefitsiknd kinshipoetes provide'more
security for black women than black men.

5. Kin networks are strengthened at the expense of any
particular male-female bond. Women act to break up
relationships which they perceive as draining their
resources and men are expected to contribute to
the maintenance of their own kin group.

6. Men are ecOnomic exploiters of women because of
male unemployment anip female access to welfare.

7. Women often seek independence in this s;Auation.

8
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8. Black kin networkseare characterized by a lack.of
stability in particular male-female boeas with
successive recombinations within a network.

B. The Engliah Working qass.

1. Men are the nominal heads of househelds.

2. Men are away from-home due to long working hours.

3. Mother-daughter ties are the focus of extra-domestic
cooperative networks.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Ladner, Joyce. TomorrOw's Tomorrow: The Black Woman. NY:

Doubleday, Inc., 1971.

Stack, Carol B., "Sex Roles and Survival Strategies in an Urban
Black Community," Rosaldo and Lamphere, pp. 113-128.

II -0' Tanner, Nancy, "Matrifocality in Indonesia and Africa and Among
Black Americans," Rosaldo and Lamphere, pp. 129-156.

Bott, Elizabeth. Family and Social Network. London: Tavistock
Publications, 1957.

"Urban Families: Conjugal Roles and Social Networks,"
Human Relations. Volume 8, 1955, pp. .345-384.

Young, Michael and Willmott, Peter. Family and Kinship in East
London. London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1957.

IV. Mofhers and Daughters.

The personality of any woman is strongly influenced by her
relationship with her mother, an6 mother-daughter relationships
are deeply affected by cultural conditions. The nature of the
relationship has varied enormQusly throughout the ages. It is
molded by a variety of forces and is very much affected by social
change. The Amazon myths describe a society where mothers re- '

lated positively only to their female children, refusing to
raise male children and having no more contact with males beyond
what was necessary to perpetuate the society. In:the myth of
Demeter and Kore, the mother-daughter identification 'is extremely
strong, possibly reflecting a: matriarchal period in Greek history,
In patriarchal societies, on the other hand, the birth of a female
child has frequently been regarded to varying degrees as a
disaster, even by the mother. Mothers have endured and partici-
pated in the exposing of their female infants in some societies.
Greek mythology and literature of the patriarchal periodeprovide
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examples of intense hatred between mother and.daugliter in the
story of the house of Atreus_and Aeschyleus"treatment of 11.
The goddess Athena is totally lacking in female identification,
as she asserts in giving-her judgement at the end of the
Aeschylean trilogy.

d,

But even under patriarchy, the mother-daughter bond has
been extremely strong. In India, Havik Brahmins lavish an
extraordinary degree of affection upon their female offspring,
which they explain as compensation for the hardships their
daughters will have to endure as adult women in their society.
The mother-daughter bond was also very strong in the.eighteepth
and nineteenth centuries in-this country. Daughters were
socialized almost-exclusively by their mothers, spendipg most
of their working and leisure hours in the company of ffothers,
female kin, and other women. The lives of one generation of
women were not significantly different from those of theyre-
vious generation. In the twentieth century, however, women
began to lotaze:ppOrtunities which their mothers had not.had, and
the strength of the mother-daughter bond was undermined. The
position of women under patriarchy has always made mother-
daughter relat7Ships complicated, although it has created
extremely stron .identification under some circumstances: The
dependence which has resulted from this has not always been
healthy and sometimes the relationship has been ridden With'
a great deal of ambivalence and'conflict.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Broner, R.M. Her Mothers. NY: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston,
1975.

Chodorow, Nancy, "Family Structure and Feminine Personality,"
Rosaldo and Lamphere, pp. 43-66.

Hammer, Signe. Daughters and Mothers, Mothers and Daughters.
NY: Signet, 1975.

Rich, Adrienne. Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and
InstitutiOn. .NY: W.W. Norton, 1976.

As a part of this unit, students might want to discus's their
relatilmships with their own mothers and/or daughters.

A. Mother-daughter bonds in matrifocal societies.

1. The mother's role has a very high valuation. She
is the center of the household and makes important
economic contributions to it.

v.4
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Section 2. Informal, Literary and Religious Networks

I. Informaa Netwo'rks

A. Female Friendships

Intimate friendships between women, both women who were
related to each other and women who were not, flourished in the
United States in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These
relationships, which we know about from t e diaries and correspon-

9)dence which some of these women left, a ear to be qualitatively
different from the kind of friendships / most women experience in
this society today,' At that time Victorian morality imposed
severe restrictions upon relationships between the sexes. Court-
ship was a very formal process and men and women generally were
little better acquainted with each other at the end of it than
they had been at the beginning. As a result, marriage was often
a surprise and a disappointment, particularly for women. In
tbese circumstances women often looked to one another for the
deep relationships which h y were unable to'achieve with men.
This intimacy was by anc lAge more socially acceptable than it
is today.

1. Women were confined to the home; they had their
own sphere which was completely separate from
ments and spent much time in each other's
company.,

2. Mother-daughter relationships provided an a.ppren-
tid.ceship period for young women learning adult
roles: These relationships were emotionally
intimate and gave the women-a life long support
system.

3. Women also had strong emotional ties with non-.
resident female kin, such as aunts, cousins and
nieces.

4. Women helped one another with dortestic chores
and in times of crisis.

5. Visiting among women was an institution; womew
went to one another's homes daily and spent ex-
tended periods visiting one another without spouses
or other family members being included.

6. The rituals surroundkng rites-of passage such as
marriage, childbirth and death were women's
rituals. Men's participation was kept to a
minimum,
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7. Young women went to boarding schools and made
friendships there, frequently with daughters
of their mothers' women friends.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Cott, Nancy F., The Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in
New England, 1780-1835. New Haven and London: Yale
U71versity Press, 1977

Isabel Miller. Patience and Sarah. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

Smith-Rosenbpmg, Carroll, "The Female World of Love and Ritual:
Relatifon Between Women in Nineteenth Century America,"
Signs, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 1-29, 1975.

B. Lesbianism

This topic is covered under sexuality but some discussion
of it could be include her.e as it relates to the kind of relation-
ships dealt with in the previous section and pertains to some of

the material in the following section. The novel Patience and
Sarah would be useful for this discussion since it deals with a
lesbian friendship in this cultural context.

C. Literary Networks

Friendshl1.ps and social connections among writers, artists,
and other creativej individuals have been a common occurrence
throughout histor . Sometimes these relationships have led to
the formation of more or less organized groups, occasionally
centering around a particular individual. .PerSonalities who
are attracted to literary people, who see4 their society and
stimulate interaction among them, have been numerous as well.
At various time8 women have participated in these associations
in different ways. Thitp section explores a development in
literary networking amdng women. The section on the salons in
France shows women participating as leaders in a movement which

V.
primarily involved men. qtere was more woman to woman inter-
action in ttie Blue-stocking movement, where the salons were
frequent:0 by maleS and females. The'tone of later salons was,
Nrery differeiCt,'and most of the remaining sections deal with
literary networking exclusively among women. The instructor
will probably want to lecture briefly on this material.

1. The salons in eigh-eeenth century France

a. They were directed by women who Were unmarried,
widowed, or did not live with their husbands.

b. The women of these salons were recognized as
intellectual equals by men and there were many
intellectual friendships between men and women
at this time.
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c. Authorship by women was taboo; what writing
they did was not intended for publication or
was published anonymously, for example, Mme.
De LaFayette's La Princesse de Cleves.

d. Women were important primarily as hostesses;.
they gave male writers and philosophers op-
portunities to stimulate one another. Their
role as catalysts was crucial.

e. The salons were very influential in the de-
velopMent of French litcrature and they created
an intellectual atmosph&re which contributed
to the revolution. ;

2. The Bluestockings

a. More women were entertained in the English
salons; women wereAguests as' well as hostesses.

b.; Intimate friendships existed mmong some of
these women, for example Mrs. Vesey, Mrs.
Carter, and Mrs. Montague; Mrs. Chapone-
Mrs. Ca4er, and Mrs. Delaney.

c. Unlike their French counterparts, who were
hampered by social restraints, some of the 11,

Bluestocking women were writers. Examples of\
their work include: Mrs. Motague's Essay
on Shakespeare and her contributions to Lord
Lyttleton's.Dialogues of the Dead; Mrs.
Delaney's Letters on the Improvement of the
Mind, Fanny Burney's novels, Mrs. Chapone's
Letters. to Her Niece, and Mrs. Carter's
translation of Epictetus.

3. The Transcendentalists

Transcendentalism was a literary movement in New
England in the early part of the nineteenth century. The Trans-
cendentalists had close social connections with each other and
women partWpated actively in their gatherings. Margaret Fuller
was an impOrtant person in this movement. She contributed to-

oetworking among the Transcendentalists with her West Street
q(Boston) conversationb. She was interested in educattneother
women and held gatherings for this purpope. She was involved
in the Brook Farm experiment-, where the Transcendentalists
attempted to apply their theories in practice.

4. The Belle 4oqu Natalie Clifford Barney, Renee
Vivien, Colet

a. There we e numerous salons in Paris in the
period just before Wo ld War I which were
predominantly women's alons.
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b. Renee Vivien (Anglo-Ame,rican poet who lived in
Irrance and wrote in French) and Natalie Cldfford
Barney (American, had a salon in Paris) made
several attempts to establish colonies of
women, one on Lesbos and one in France.

c. Barney appeared as a character in the works of

sevefal authors whom she knew. She was Flossie
in Liane de Pougy's Idylle saphique, the '3

amazon in Remy de Gourm9nt's Lettres a l'amazone,
Laurette in Lucie Delarue-Mardrus' L'Ange et les
pervers, Evangeline Mussat in Djuna Barnes'
Ladies Almanack and Valerie Seymour in Radalyffe

4 Hall's The Well of Loneliness.

5. Blctomsbury:. Virginia Woolf and Victoria Sackville-
West. See Quentin Bell, Virginia Woolf: A Biography,
London: Hogarth Press, 1972; Nigel.Nicolkon, Por-
trait of a Marriage. New York: Bantam Boat, 1973;
and Virginia Woolf's Diaries. Readings could also
include some of Virginia Woolf's works, perhaps .

Orlando and Mrs. Dalloway.

6. Gertrude Stein and Alice 5. Toklas,: Rue de Fleurus.
Q.E.D., A Long Gay Book.

D. Early Nineteenth Century Reform MOvements and the Women's
Movement: Feminist Friendship Networks

In the first half ogKthe nineteenth century, America
was the scene of a great religious revival, out of which sprang
a varietrof movements for social reform. Women participated
extensively in these movements. The religious experience, common
to women who were affected by the revival, gave them thedmpetus
to break out of 4raditional roles. Their sensitivity to slaves'
oppression stimAlated them to thknk about their own oppression.
Moreover, the blindness of the male reformers to women's op-
pression and the harsh public reaction to female social activism
provided a dramatic demonstration

'Participation in abolitionism and t
gave women a great deal of experie
speaking. Women also formed friend

the need for women's rights.
other reform movements also
in ortanizing and in public .
s with one another through

these activities. T eise friendships were very important in
shaping the early fe inist movement. The contemporary women's
movemObt also spran up in the aftermath of.a period of social

activism. This phenomenon may suggest that when women work.
With men to bring about social change, they tend to develop a
cohesiveness among themselires.

1. Lucretia Mott and the Grimke sister's were key
figures in the abolutionist movement. Mott was
a mentor to the Grimkes.

<3
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2. Lucy Stone and Antoinette Brown worked together in
several reform movements and became feminists
together. They married two brothers who shared
their interests.

3. Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony differ
from other feminists of thls period, Orr*generally
had supportive husbands. Anthony never married
and Stanton's marriage was unhapPY. The two w9men
were mutually supportive in this situation. They
worked closely together in tlie women's rights'
struggle, so closely that the relationship could
be described as mutualily interdependent.

A split developed between the Stanton-Anthony New
York wing of the movement and the New England

\feminists. Stanton and Anthony were in some w ys
more rad cal; they were more interested in sexu 1
elemancip ion, in making drastic changes in the
relatlons between the sexes, and they also became
involved in issues besides women's issues.\

5. The Woman's Bible, published in 1895, is a lengthy
feminist exegesis of the Old and New Testaments
which Stanton edited. The project was essentially
Stanton's, though there were a large number of
other participants in variou's parts of it at
different times. The va'rying responses to the
religious isue here reveals something about the
networking phenomenon in the,feminist movement
over two generations. The Bible project primarily
reflects the interests,00f the first generation of
feminists, and Stanton in particular, who broke
with traditional religious "doctrines. Stanton
retained an interest in these issues longer than
many of her colleagues and she experienced great
difficulty generating and' sustaining interest
in the project. Many feminists,lost interest
in the Bible and felt that it 'had no relevance
to the women's movement. Others, including a
new generation who had'hbt experienced the enthusi-
asm of the earlier rvival, were too traditional
in their religious o ntation to support it.

BIBLIOGRAPH,

Pritchard, Llnda IC, "The Woman's Bible: Women in Religion id
cv, Historical Context," Women and Religion 1973 Proceedings,

Joan Arneld.,Romero, ed., American Academy of Religion,
Tallahassee,:%Fla.: Fftrida S;ate University, 1973.
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II
Ross,i', Alice, "A Feminist Friendship: Elizabeth Cady Stanton and -

Susan B. Anthony" in The Feminist Papers from Adams to
d4Beavuoir, edited by Alice Rossi, New York: Bantam Books,

1974, pp. 378-399.

IIThe, instructor will probably want to lecture on this material and
possibly assign a history text, such as Page Smith's Daughters
IIof the Promised Land. 4

I

II. Women as ISelpers

Women have always provided one another with a variety of.

II
supportive services. They have assisted one another with all
kinds of everyday tasks and have given much needed help in times

of crisis. They have also exhibited a marked tendency to support

11

one another in their efforts toward self improvement.

A. Midwifery: one of the first ways women helped one another
at crucial times.

1. While giving birth was an active process, with
the parturient woman doing most of the work,
birth attendants were midwives.

2. These women were folk healers, who helped women
not only in giving birth but also performed
abortions sometimes and gave advice on birth
control and fertility.

/

3. The rise of,academic medicine undermined the
position of the midwife. The discovery of podalic
version in the sixteenth centurg and the invention
of the forceps in the eighteenth century brought
about male intervention in the birth process.
Mothers were ho longer in control; they gave
birth in more and mcGe passive positions. Mid-
wifery declined and the exclusively male medical
profession gradually'took over.

4'. The church and the medical profession were both
against pie widwife. The church held that sick-
ness and pain in childbirth were divinely ordained
punishment for the sin of Eve. The male academic
medidal profession protected its developing self
interest With a mystique of credentials. Women
were not permitted to.pursue this 'professional
training.

,5. Midwifery survived longer among the'lower classes
and in backward areas.

88
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. The modern movement for natural childbirth and
home birth:

a. Hqspital births.have been shown to have their
.,4Angers.

b. Women are striving to regain control over the

barth process.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Good material on 1.1e history of midwifery is fairly scarce. Chap-
ters six and seven in Adrienne Rich's Of Woman Born: Mother-
hood as Experience ahd Institutiop are recommended.

Witches, Midwives, and Nurses: A History of Women Healers by
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English (The Feminist Press,
1973), could be assigned to students.

For the mddern movement, there is Immaculate Deception: A New
,Look at Women and Childbirth in America by Suzanne Arms
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1975) which has a short
bibliography on midwifery.

B. Nursing

1. Women were deprived of the primary role they had
once bad in healing by the development of-the
modern medical profession.

2. Nursing developed to supplement this profession.
While most hospital patients were peor, hospital

. ,nurses were not professionally trained and theT
were often not of reputable character. Doctors
made advances in other areas, but,did little or
noth2ng to alleviate this problem.

The need to revamp the nursing profession provided
an outlet for the reforming energies of upper
class Victorian women. Here they found a viable
role; nursing was a natural and acceptable voca-
tion for "ladies."

4. The Crimean War gave-Florence Nightingale,and the
Americkn Civil War gave Dorothea Dix oppdrtunities
to make key contributions in this area.

5. See Hill, Michael, The Religious Order: al StuO
of Virtuoso Religion aud its Legitimation in the
Nineteenth Century Churh of England. London:
Heinemann, 1973, pp. 271 295.

A

a
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C. Self Help--See the section on Women and Social Change.

D. Education

1. Educationa)institutions for women sprang up in
large numbers in the United States in the first
part of the nineteenth century.

2. Utilitarian concepts governed the education of both
sexes. .

3. The purpose of educating women was to make them fit
wives and mothers. It was generally recognized that
business concerns kept men away from home and that
children were raised almost eXclusive,ly by women
as a result. 4 1/

4. Emma Hart Willard established her Troy Seminary in
1821. She convinced the New York legislature that
educating women was important for producing
virtuous citizens.

5. Catherine Beecher established the Hartford Female
Seminary in 1828. She too believed in educating
women to help them perform better in nurturing
roles.

6. The idea that women were suited to be teachers
followed logically from these premises. Educating
children in schools was a logical extensfon of
women's role as educators of their own children
at home. Women also were w I suited to educate
other women, to train succ.,eding generations to
follow in the same p.a.th.

7. Academies Which educated girls exclusively were
run by women.

8. It was inevitable that some women's intellectual
curiosity would go beyond the prescribed bounds
and that they would wish to study law, medicine,
and other fields which were considered men's
domain.

e. Women's education'al institutions provided a net
,work for women,to help each other break out of
traditional roles.

101 Women in higher, education: Women's colleges in this
country were largely founded and run by women.
Women have also tstablished large numbers of
scholarships and fellowships to kelp other women
further their educationa4 goals.
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11, Academic women's caucuses have sprung up as part
of the contemporary/women's movement. Women who
have made inroads 4s professionals in the pre-
dominantly male univerOties in.this country and
students who arR pursuing advanced degrees in
these institutions support one another in these
groups. See Renner, Marguerite, et al., "Feminist
Historians and the History of Women," University
of Michigan Papers in Women's Studies.Anyol. 2,
No. 2, pp. 125-132. Or

12. Educated elites: Marie Souvestre

Souvestre was headMettress of the Pensionnat
des ruches, which-Natalie Clifford Barney
attended. Dorothy StrAchey Bussy also attended
this institution and wrote Olivia The heroine
is modeled loosely upon Souvestre/and the theme
is the lesbian network which this institution
spawned. Souvestre was also headmistress of
Allenswood, which Eleanor Roosevelt attended.
See Joseph P. Lash, Eleanor and Franklin, NY:
Norton, 1971. See also Sklar, Kathryn Kish,,
Catherine Beecher: A Study in American Domesticity.
NY: NOton, 1973.

E. Monasticism

1. Furope underwent broad political changes in the
early middle ages. Women were often displaced
socially by this process. Some women found a
welcome refuge in mOnastic institutions.

' 2. Other women were housed there against their willsy
becauqe they were obstacles to the political
ambitiOns of others. This latter situation
sometimes led to distdrbances within the mon-
asteries.

- 3. Most of the women who inhabited religious hou0es
during the early period of the monastic movement
ih Europe were upper class.

4. Noble women at this time had property of their
own, which they often used to,endow female '

religions'establishmemts. They frequently re-
-tired to these nunneries as widows.

5.- The early stage of ihe,malastic movement was
characterized by a lack of centralization. This
situation, -coupled with the economic.reSources of

4

*any of the women who particiPated in the moveffient
at this stage, enabled Nomen-to control their own
religious houses to a great extent:
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6 A movement to reform monastic institutions took ,

place during the twelfth century. This movement
was dominated by male clergy. Women's independence
within monastic establishments was s rply cur-
tailed as a result.

7 The rise and .fall of theBeguines

a. The movement consisted primarily of urban
women who sought refuge from economic turbu-
lence in community life.

b. The movement was widespread and the communities
varied enormously in their modes of organizgtion.
Many Beguines were peasants or artisans.

c. The movement declined when the church forced
the Beguines to obey'male 'authorities.

8 Convents today are very much subject to the authority
of a male hierarchy but a liberation movement is
going on. See Janice Raym9nd, wNuns and Libera-
tion," Andover Newton Quarterly, Vol. 12, No. 4,
201-212, March 1972.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Clark, Gracia, "The Beguines, A Medieval Religious Community,"
Quest, Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 73-80.

Eckenstein, Lina. Woman Under Monasticism: Chapters in Saint
Lore and Convent Life Between A.D. 500 and.A.D. 1500,
New York: Russell and Russell, 1963 (reprint of 1896.
edttion). 4

Mcionnell, Ernest W., The Beguines and Beghards in Medieval
Culture, New York: Octagon Books, 1969.

Power, Eileen. Medieval English Nunneries. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press,. 1922.

Matosian, Mary Kilbourne, "In the Beginning, God was a Wonian,"
Journal of Social History, Vpl. 6, NO. 3, pp. 325-343.
This article discusseRussian peasant women and the cult

7 of the mother goddess Vn pre-Christian Russia. It offers
some hYpotheses about women's networking in Russia before
the spread oe'Christianity. Goddess worship in pre- ,

Christian Europe and Russia and its relationship to witch-
craft and peasant women's rituals is a fascinating subject.
Little th knowh about it at this time and it would un-
doubteey be afruitful area for further research.
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G. Consciousness Raising

1. An individual woman's reassessment of her own
personal experience is invariably difficult.
This process is much easier if it takes place
in a.group whose members are undergoing a similar

reassessment. The reference group provides
support for each individual member.

2 In, the process of communicating personal experiences,
women discover their common situation.

3. A political perspective is created out of the con-
crete personal experiences of the group's members.

4 Cd(ASLousness raising groups are not formally
organized and do not recognize leaders.

5. They spread rapidly through the personal communica-
tion of group members with their friends.

6 See particularly Eastman, Paula Costa, "Con-
sciousness Raising as a Resocianzation Process
for Women," Smith College Studies in Social Work,

Vol. 43, No. 3, pi). 153-183.

H. Feminist Therapy

1. Many women have been extremely disappointed with
t'raditional psychotherapy.

2. The'Freudian orientation of traditional psycho-
analysis is characterized by a basic iyabili-cy
to understand women and women's sexuality.

3. Traditional psyChotherapy has focused attention
on intrapsychic conflicts rather than societal

,
oppression as the source of women's problems.
Women are made to feel responsible for their
problems.

4. Traditional psychotherapists subscribe to con-
"ventional-notions of "normality" and encourage
women to try to adjust to traditional roles.

°Er. Feminist,therapists understand the role of sociali-
zation in interfering -with wbmen's self-realiza-
tion. They do not regard women's problems neces-
sarily as.an indication of "sickness."

-6. Feminist therapists support women who want to be
assertive and define their own identity.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Agel, J., The-Radical Therapist, New York: Balantine, 1971.
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Franks, V., and Burtle, V., Women in Therapy: New Psychotherapies
for a Changing Society. New York: Brunner/Mazel, 1974.

Mander, Anica Vesel, and Rush, Anne Kent. Feminism as Therapy.
New York: Random House, 1974.

Williams, Elizabeth Friar. Notes of a Feminist Therapist. New

York: Dell Publishing Co., 1976.
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Sectron 3. Institutional and Organizational Networks

I. Institutional Networks

Women have created networks within certain societal insti-
tutions in order to deal with the male bias and oppression of
these institutions.

A. Prostitution--the world's oldest profession.

1. Prostitutes traditionally have neverNbeen organized
into networks.

2. There are feminist argurpents both for and against
prostitution. A good reading might be Shaw's
Mrs. Warren's Profession, including the introduction
by Shaw.

3. Recently groups of prostitutes have organized and
held conventions (e.g., Coyote). Ms. Volume 5,
Number 3, September, 1976, has an articleron this
movement.

4. Readings': refeVto the New Woman's Survival Source-
book for references on prostitution, especially
readius by Emma Goldman and Kate Millet. Ms.
Volume 1, Number 12, June, 1973, has an Article
on "The Economics of Prostitution," p. 59.

B. prisons.

1. Refer to New Woman's SurviVal Sourcebook pp. 211-
213 for references on women n prisons, especially
Wometln Prison by K. Burkhai.t.

S. Mental Institutions.

1. Women and Madness by Phyllis Chessler (Avon Books).

2. S asz, T., Manufaetve of Madness.

4 3. New Woman's Survival Sourcebook, p. 63.

D. Military.

II. Organizational Networks.

44

A. National multi-purpose groups.

1. National Organization for Women
National Office
5 South Wabash
Chicago, Illinois 60603
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2. Women's Equity Action League
821 National Press Building '

Washington, D.C. 20004

3. American Civil Liberties Union--Womeg's Rights Project
22 E. 40th Street
New York, New York 10016 6

4. The Women's Action Alliance
370 Lexington
New York, New York 10017

B. Iromen's Studies Programs'

1. Information on various programs may be obtained from
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education, Suite 630,
1 Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036

2. Also see Who's Who and Where in Women's Studies,
T. Berkowitz, J. Mangi, and J. Williamson (editors).
Feminist Press, Box 334, Old Westbury, New York .

11568.

C. Battered Women's Shelters

See New Woman's Survival Sourceboolp pp. 214-215.

Martin, Dell. Battered Wives. San Francisco: Glide
Pub., 1976.

Russell, D. and VandeVen, N. Crimes Against Women:
Proceedings of the International Tribunal.
Millbrae, California: Les Femmes, 1976.

0

III. Feminist Movements in the 20th CenturY

A. For a discussion of issues within the movement (e.g.,
reform vs- radical;- consciousness raising vs. action;
socialist vs. capitalist) see the

o
following:

Deekard, B. The Women's Movement. NY: Harper and Rpw, 1975.

"Reform Tool Kit," Quest. 6ummer, 1974.
6

Bunch; C., "Self Definition and Political Survival,' Quest.
Winter; 1975.

Freeman, Jo, "Tyranny of Structurelessness," Ms. Volme 2, Number
1., July, 1973..

11

Gornick, V., "Feminist Writers: Hanging Ourselves on a Party Line,"
Ms. Volume 4, Number 1, July, 1975. 4

Willis, E., "Economic Reality and'th'e Limi >kkf.Feminism " Ms,
Volume 1, Number 12, June, 1973.
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